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E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR & PROP'R.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, OCT. 7, 1886.

Subscription, $1,50Per Yea.r.
$1.25if Pa.id in Advance,

Henry Abbott, trace of corn. C M Hol• prem;
Roscoe Kidder, fat sheep; AL
French, lamqrebuin,
tidy, hat crown, land, I v. apples, I v. crab apples, pota- land, pop corn. J M Stevens, corn. Asa Ray, cosset sheep and lamb; J M Shackthermometer
case, crazy pattern.
Mrs. toes. E. L. Daily, beets. J M Stevens, Child, barley. wheat and oats. Alec Far- ley, 8 Chester pigs-~st prem.
Geo E Small, 4v. apples, pears,
Sidney Phillips, rug.
Mrs Henry Dyer, potatoes.
AG'L IMPLEMENTs.-E F Gould & Co,
H C :vlitchdl, apples.
C I rington, trace corn. John Foye,4 cheese.
table scarf, 3 tidies, splasher,
silk quilt. potatoes.
cactus.
mrs plow-rst
prem;
Cornelius
Thomas,
Howard,
2
v. apples. turnips.
G. Hay- mrs Dora LAdkins,partridge
l\Irs J \V Rowe, key rack, duster pocket.
Frank Bicknell, flowers. mrs A Russell Perry's spring harrow-1st
prem;
E II
l\Irs I B Fuller, 3 table mats, banner. i'ord, Jr., flemish beauty pears. Daniel plant.
mrs Thomas
Reynolds,
pewter Libby, Auburn, horse pitchfork and car·
Miss Maud Elli$, tidy. Mrs Jennie Stev- Bisbee, apples, potatoes, pears, grapes.
rier-rst
prem.
potatoes and cucum- dishes 1.50 years old. Minnie Gauthie,
ens, skirt. Miss Sena Taylor, tidy.
Mr. Thomas Rernolds,
F E
Cows, BULLS, HEIFERS AND CALVES.J E Conant,
apples.
Howland ancient mortar, china ornament.
Ephraim
Childs, horse blanket,
(hand bers.
Ludden,
pipe
150
years
old.
Frank
RichL
C
Abbott,
Durham
calf; ED ThompEphrain Russell, potatoes
Briglzt Weather, Good Crowds.
made.)
Miss Anna Childs, piano cover. Ford, fruit.
ardson, violins.
J A Buckman & Co. 2 son, pr Hereford calves, 4ft 10-rst prem.
Miss Jennie French, night dress.
lllrs 10\veigh 18 lbs. DA Corliss, 5 ,,. pota- Palace organs.
mrs Philander Kidder, I for best pair and best matched;
John
Elaborate Display at the Hall,
Moses Alley, 12 v. apples, 4 v.
\Vm. R French, patch-work quilt. Mrs toes.
boquet Thompson pr Durham calves 4 ft 5-1st
pears.
Everett B Alley, 3 v. potatoes. plant. mrs Elvira II \Vashburn,
Fred E. Rowe, sofa pillow, lamp-mat.
and Fine Exhibit at Park.
mrs ·ahum Moore boquet pan· prem.; J F Farnham, pr matched yearW E Lud- flowers.
Mrs B F Oldham, r pine comb, artificial John M Ludden, 14 v. apples.
ling steers; L D Small, cow; D M Fos·
D W Han·ey, potatoes. sies. mrs J \V Thompson, flowers.
bird. Mrs C I Howard, pillow cases. Mrs den, 3 "· onions.
ter pr calves; 2 y old heifer -1st
prem.;
Dan Bisbee, quilt, (white house steps) SA Nelson, 9 v. pears.
CT Bonney, pr calves-3d
prem; 0 F
Entries a.t Ha.11a.nd Pa.rk up to Tuesday
N
H
Canpbell,
26
v.
apples,
cramberSeth Keen, lounge-pillow.
Mrs. Thomas
Bradford, pr steer calves, 4 ft 8; A K Fos·willie D
Tuesday forenoon, was the exhibit of
Night, With Premiumsa.sfar a.saward- Reynolds, hand spun linen stockings also ries, grapes, r "· potatoes.
ter and son, pr matched calves, 3 ft 11;
Campbell,
r turnip.
A A Glines, 4 v. neat stock, poultry etc., and the trial
table
cloth,
I
rug.
Mrs
W
E
Hutchinson,
GM Park pr calves; Berry and Rose, pr
ed, a.nd Summaries of the Ra.c::s.
W G Gammon, 7 v. potatoes. of strength,
The park was in good orhandkerchief box. Edith E Staples, table apples.
calves 4ft 8-2d prem; 3d prem. for match)Irs EE Holman,
der, and Secretary M. Peabody had a busy
scarf. Estella S Marston, tidy, lambre- CO Holt, 2 v. apples.
ed; Cornelius
Thomas
pr calves,-rst
time making entries.
The usual number
quin, Mrs Flora Strout, pr. vases. Lulu 8 v. potatoes, cramberries.
prem; EIIJohnson,prcalves,
4ft.
16;
of fakirs and side shows were in attendance,
Bosworth, white skirt. Mrs SA Nelson,
PICTURES, MOTTOESAXD CURIOSITIES,
Benj. Lothrop, pr matched steer calveswithout
which
a
fair
would
seem
odd
in1 rug.
Lizzie Turner,
r quilt,
Mrs W
2d prem;
Albert Conant
bull calf-1St
A \V Ellis, fine picture of fish. Wm
H Conant, r rug, r quilt. Herbert J De- Childs, picture, king's palace. Mrs Ros- deed. Among the shows not strictly be- prem; Aaron Jackson, new milch cow-2d
longing
to
the
agricultural
interest
of
Shon, tancy articles.
Miss Hannah Ca- ina Gammon, ancient bowl 250 years old.
prem; CW Walker, milch cow and calf,
Tuesday morning opened the first day
our locality were the bear shown by S. H.
pen, tidy.
Mrs J H Burbank,
lounge Mamie Hayford, r bouquet,
prem; Philander Kid1 basket Reed of Byron, and a sheep with the head grade Holstein-1st
of the Androscoggin Valley Cattle Show
covering.
Miss Minnie Hollis, lamp- flowers.
yearling
John Manwell, ancient horn. on wrong side up. It was not claimed der, heifer calf; A J Foster,
and Fair with slightly clouded skies,,,-hich
mat. Mrs H C Mitchell, motto, worked Miss Belle Swasey' oil picture,
heifer, 5 ft. 3-1st prem; 0 F Bradford, 2
(easter
cleared away before noon, and the day
that this arrangement
was an improveby Walter Mitchell.
Miss Jennie
Hay- lilies.)
prem, 2 y old heifer
Miss Nellie Thompson,
one ment on the usual manner of growth, but yearling heifers-1st
was as delightfully
bright and warm as
ford. slippers.
Seth H. Keen, bangle picture.
-2d prem; 3 y old heifer-1st
prem; I A
Nathaniel Thomas, timber form
heart could desire for the festivities of the
in this case perhaps the owner realized
board.
Mrs Reuben F ·wright, hand- beayer house.
Ellis,
Durham
cow-1st
prem.
Dora
Thompson,
oil
farmer and good housewife.
Entries bemore
profit
than
from
an
ordinary
sheep.
worked skirts.
Mrs W S Ingersoll, tidy. painting.
M. Nettie Richardson,
crayon
~CONTINUEDON LAST PAGE.)
gan at the Hall earl_v in the morning, and
Noticeable
among the fine herds of
Miss Allie M Van, tidy. Mrs Otis Hay- portrait.
Mrs Wm. Treat, moose's horn.
the writer, with the valuable assistance of
stock are the animals exhibited by Mr. E •
ford, decorated fan. Mrs SP.wal Dunn, r Mrs Wm Treat, saucer, (100 years old).
l\Ir. Byron ~- Small, was kept busy with
D. Thompson
of Livermore.
One can
LISTOFT.RO'I'TING
ENTRIES.
quilt and a crotcheted shawl. Mrs Alice Miss Mamie Hayford, 2 oil paintings.
maki,;g entries a la.tge part of the day,
only regret the absence of the noted
Plimpton,
crotcheted tidy.
Mrs C C Mrs Verna Keene, wreath.
l\lrs M R "Herdsdale" thoroughbred Jerseys, which FIRST DAY,-Gent's
while the other members of the committee
Driving class, $30.
Ellis, one handkerchief
100 years old. Davis, 2 oil paintings.
"·ere equally busy with arranging the ar·
added
so
much
to the show last Andrew J., blk g J M Holland, Canton.
Miss Mabel Kidder, rug, I splasher, I tidy.
Rocket,
ch
g
Thos.
Reynolds,
"
year.
Of
young
cattle
the
exhibit
is
very
COR:N"
AND
GRAIN,
ticles.
Mrs Philander Kidder, r rng. Mrs C H
G. M. P., blk m GM Park,
"
First we will take a glance at some of
AK Foster and son, trace corn. Ellie fine, and denotes a growing interest in the Gust, blk g G W Moore,
Addi ton, crotcheted edging, thermometer
"
the principal features of the llall.
The
breeding of improved stock.
Mollie H., bro m TH Huston, Dixfield.
case. Mrs J M Hollond, bed-spread. Mrs Davis, trase pop corn. E I Goding, sweet
furthur end, from the entrance,
is occuBen. Franklin,b gWalter Hayford,Auburn.
TowK TEAMs.-Hartford,
31 pairs-1st
Asia Hayford,
trace pop corn.
H Hayford, 2 rugs and a bedspread.
Mrs corn.
Col. Woodman, b g LL Kilbreth, LiveL
pied by H.J. DeShon with a fine exhibit
10 pairs average girt 6ft IO in;
A A Daily, hand satchel.
Mrs ER Stev- Aldert Dunn, oats and barley. J E Man- prem;
Lucius A., bro g CB Heald, Sumner.
of clothing, and furnishing goods; G. F.
Canton,
24
pairs-2d
prem,
IO
pairs
averwell,
corn.
\Villie,
Bonney,
2
traces
pop
SAME DAY, 2.40 class, $100.
ens, 2 pieces rag carpet.
Mrs E H Reed,
Towle with organs, and J. A. Bucknam &
Nellie B., ro m \V. Bailey, Canton.
rug.
Mrs. A F Goddard, fancy quilt. corn. Edward Capen, seed corn. \¥ill is age girt 6ft IO} in. Steers, HartfordCo., Mechanic Falls. Palace organs and
Ida
W.
H., blk m EK Woodman, Fgtn.
r v. corn, apples. John E 1st prem; Canton-2d
prem.
Mrs E E Holman, quilt.
Mrs Malerom S Burbank,
A.H., b g J M Withee,
"
sewing machines.
At the lower end of
MATCHED OXEN,- D. A. Fletcher, pr Otis
Thompson,
trace sweet corn. B F OldReynolds, rug.
Miss Ethel Washburn,
Flora B., blk m Herbert Record, Buckfield.
one of the counters Miss A. C. Bicknell
Stetson,
wheat. 7 ft. 3; 0 F Bradford,
pr 6ft. 10; Oscar Katie B., b m Joseph P Edmonds,Dixfield.
tidy, Miss Edith Hall, tidy. Mrs Annie ham, corn. S. ::\I.
has two show cases of fancy goods and
Albert
Ephraim Russell, barley.
B C Waite, Hayford pr 6 ft 11- 1st prem.;
Hawkins, placque.
Miss Laura Hawkins,
SECOND DAY,-3 :oo class, $75·
millinery; Nathan Reynolds has a show
Ames pr 6 ft u-2d
prem.;
Niles Bros.,
2 tidies. Mrs S A Coburn,
crocheted trace seed corn.
case of drugs, medicines, toilet articles
Andrew J., blk g TM Holiand, Canton.
CANNEDGOODS,
skirt.
Mrs M E Coburn, darned lace.
pr 6 ft 8--3d prem.
and fancy goods;
Dr. C. R. Davis has a
"
Mrs C R Davis, canned plums, cherries,
MATCHEDSTEERs.-D M Foster, pr 1 Rocket, ch g Thomas Reynolds,
Mrs Oscar Hayford, quilt.
Mrs Hattie
G. M. P., blk m GM Park,
''
a case of dental goods and instruments,
raspberries,
blackberries,
pears, pickles, year old; J C Bennett, pr 3 yr old; Harry C. S. P., blk s CS Page,
Childs, lace handkerchief.
Mrs Margaret
and an automatic man che,dng diligently
Mrs Geo E Brown pr 2 y old; Albert Ames, pr steers; Gust, blk g G W Moore,
'·'
Holland,
ancient shawl.
Mrs Oscar crabapples, and blueberries.
with Davis' perfect teeth. The display of
Henry Mollie H., bro m TH Huston, Dixfield.
Mrs LL WW Rose, pr matched calves;
Childs, tidy and shawl. Mrs M Peabody, Thomas, 6 jars fruit and jellies.
Rennie
P.,
chm
FE
Crooker,
Auburn.
fruits is remarkably
fine and varied,
marmalade,
jdly,
crabapples.
Burbank, 2 pr I y old; A K Foster and Ben. Franklin,b gWalter Hayford,Auburn.
patchwork.
l\frs. Marie Niles, afghan. Kilbreth,
while the corn and yegetables
are not
Ellen Spratt, tidy. mrs I B Fuller, hand- Mrs Florrie II Bisbee, canned berries and son, 5 pr I y old; LC Stetson, pr I y old; Katie Boone, C P Drake, Lewiston.
equal in quantity to last years' show. The
pr 2 y old; Cornelius
Zero, blk g LL Kilbreth, Livermore.
bag. Abbie C Bicknell, millinery and jelly. Estella S Marston, jar pears, black- Geo E Can·er,
ladies, as usual, are not backward, but the
Mrs. H. P. Cushman, can rasp- Thomas pr 2 y old, trained to draw; Hen- Patience, b m Thayer Bros., Norway.
fancy goods. Lena Glines, quilt.
Mrs berries.
Ma Mee, gm H C Ellis, Canton.
display of fancy articles, quilts, rugs, motberries.
Mrs.
S
C
Hodge
2
jars
fruit.
ry
Burbank
2
pr
2
y
old;
J
C
Bennett
pr
3
Geo Staples, placque, card-basket
and
Offa, b m F E Dwinal, McFalls.
toes, pictures, paintings, etc., is extensive
velvet panels.
L P \Vait, lamp-mat and Mr C O Holt two jars fruit. Mrs A L y old ; Nelson Young pr 3 y old; Joshua
SAME DAY, 4-year-old class, $50.
and beautiful.
The complete list of en·
Mrs. Young, pr 3 y old 2d prem.;
Hattie A., b m J A Brooks, W. Paris.
pr 2 y oldwork basket. Jennie Cushman,
card re- Hodge, 2 jars cherries and pickles.
tries following will show the extent to
Cassie J., chm AM Curtis, W. Peru.
ceiver.
Sadie Cushman, lampmats.
mrs BC \Vaite, 6 jars, r tumbler jelly, loaf of rst prem. L C Stetson pr 3 y old; LL
Kitty Wait, b m GD Bisbee, Buckfield.
which the other departments are filled.
Kilbreth, pr 3 old: A A Daily, pr2 y old, Romeo, blk g Thayer Bros., Norway.
H B Cushman,
pr. pillow cases. mrs bread.
FANCY ARTICLES, Rl'GS, QJJILTS ETC,
MrsO F Taylor, 2 jars blueberries. Mrs ED Thompson, pr 2 y old grade Hereford Fatinitza, b m Thayer & Robie, Norway.
Fred Clifford, tidy. mrs T C Lucas, 2
CL Hutchinson, canned preserves, 1~85. -2d
prem. ;Moses Young pr 3 y old 1st,
Mrs.SW
Ellis, rug, table scarf. Mrs rugs. Lottie Ellis, tidies.
THIRD DAY,-2 :50 class, $75.
Mrs Otis Hayford,
pears,
raspberries,
B K Barrow~, table scarf, 2 tidies. Etta
prem.
FRUIT, ROOTS A::-IDVEGETABLES.
strawberrirs
and
jelly.
Mrs
C
O
Holt,
WoRKIXG
OxEN.-John
Foye I pr 4 y Gold Bird, ch s R G Dunn, Canton.
Glover, rug and tidy. Lula Ellis, dust
"
A K Foster & son, 3 yarieties apples, I Jar currants.
Mrs J M Holland, jar fruit. old ; Harry Brown I pr 6ft 9-2d
prem ; C. S. P., blk s CS Page,
pan. Mrs Mabel Glines, 2 rugs and tidy.
Bell P., blk s Fred Chase, Dixfield.
Ellie Davis, turnips and cab- Mrs J S Mendall, 4 jars fruit. Mrs Hiram John E Thompson,
I pr oxen, 2 pr 2 y Rennie P., chm FE Crooker, Auburn.
Miss Nellie Thompson, placque. oil paint- v. potatoes.
old steers; Geo Dyer I pr oxen 7ft 3-rst
Ellis, jar pears.
Ben. Franklin,b g Walter Hayford,Auburn.
ing, felt tidy. Mrs G D Gammon, hand bage. Geo Peabody, turnip and potatoes.
Ranprem. A E Bradbury, pr 7 ft -3d
prem; Katie Boone, C P Drake, Lewiston.
bag. l\Irs Wm Treat, rug, cradle blanket. Charlie Bicknell, beets and turnips.
MISCELLANEOUS,
pears, beets and
0 F Bradford, r pr; Nelson Young I pr; Ida W. H., blk m EK \Voodman, Fgtn.
Mrs Elias Johnson, tidy towel, yarn. Es- som Curtis, apples,
G. \¥. Moore, 4 covered carriages.
J A
Otis A. II., b g J M Withee.
"
W. F. Berry 20 Yarieties apples.
D A Fletcher, I pr; Richard McCollister
telle Lucas, rug, tidy.
Florence Lucas 2 onions.
Patience, blk m Thayer Bros., Norway.
Buckman & Co. 2 Davis sewing machines.
r pr; AJ Daily r pr; CL Capen I pr.
Flora B., blk m Herbert Record, Buckfield.
rugs. Mrs Wm F Russell, rng. Mrs R G Frank Richardson, 2 v. squashes and pop W F Berry one o~ yoke. Asia Hayford,
Offa, b m FE Dwinal, McFalls.
BEEF CATTLE,-O F Bradford I pr-1st
John M DeJackson, lace apron.
Mrs ER Oldham, corn. Otis M Richardson,
collection of birds eggs. Oscar Hayford,
SAME DAY, Free for All, purse $200.
Otis Hayford six v.
prem.; Nelson Young r pr.
splasher and towel. Mrs Frank Hodge, Shon, one v. apples.
Robert D., b g A Russell, Buckfield.
r box of honey. Walter J Gammon, cage
FOWLES, ETc,-E
Harlow, coop white Puritan, b g HD Donavan, Auburn.
tidy. Mrs Abigail Russell, knit shawl, em- apples. Oscar Hayford 8 v. squashes, IO of canaries.
Miss Sena Taylor, cake plate
C
prem; CL Hutchison, coop Glenarm, b s C P Drake, Lewiston.
broidered bed spread, 200 years old. Mrs v. pears. Asia Hayford 2 v. gourds.
and cream pitcher.
C R Davis, case cl en- Brahmas-1st
Stargazer, b g A E Russell, Buckfield.
Albert Dunn,
Phebe Alley, quilt. Gertie Alley, chrochet T Bonney Jr 18 v apples.
tal goods. T C Lucas, clothes rack. Mrs Plymouth Rocks; E C Decoster, coop of Maggie Miller, bro m MC DeLano,Canton.
CA Randall,
tidy. Mrs. Elmira
Russell,
rug.
Mrs 2 v. potatoes, r v. apples.
M Holt. fi,·e hand decorated plates. Mr Ph•mouth Rock chicks; A L Ray, coop
Leon Newton
Charles Glover, rug. Mrs Betsey Hayford r v. potatoes, ::i pumpkins.
SUMMARYOF TUESDAY'S RACES,
Charles Glover, maple sugar
I plate. white Pekin ducks-2d prem; Roy Moore,
Ernest Ventres, potatoes I v.
coop Seabrights-rst
prem ;Chas. E Richcollar, 3+ years old. Mrs F M Fulsome, 9 v. apples.
2.40 class, purse $100
Mrs A M Childs, pr. woollen mittens.
Geo \V Manardson, breeding
pen Golden Spangle JP Edmunds, Dixfield, Katie B ••• I I I
letter receiYer, tidy. Mrs G C Russell John Mam,·ell, 3 "· apples.
Nathan Reynolds,
drugs and medicines,
WI-I
Bailey,
Canton, r m Nellie B. 2 2 2
well,
r
v.
apples.
D.
C.
Neal,
3
varieties
prem; Asia Haycushion and tidy. :Mrs O S \Vaite, paintfancy and toilet articles and artists' ma- Hamburg chicks-1st
blk m, Ida W H .. 3 3 3
Stillman
Hayford,
pumpkins.
prem, and EK Woodman,
ing, table scarf: Miss Gertrude and Ella apples.
terials. Mrs EB Hayford, mounted birds. ford, trio Plymouth Rocks-2d
Time 2.36, 2.37.
pears.
G D Gammon,
pr Wyandotte chicks-1st
prem; Charles
\Vaite, basket of artificial flowers, placque. Sidney Phillips
II. J. DeShon, ready-made clothing. Mrs
Gents Driving class, purse $30.
Edward Capen,
l\Iiss Ella Waite, painting, splasher.
Mrs Tallman sweet apples.
r
J M Holland, square of bull's eye glass, Bicknell, English rabbit; J M Harlow, EI Ellis, Canton, b s Volute, ..••••
I B Fuller, r v. apples. \Villis
coop Plymouth Rock chicks-1st
prem; CB Heald, Sumner, m g Lucius •••• 2 2
B C \Vaite, rug. Mrs M R Davis, tidy. turnips.
(the first one set in the town of Dixfield.)
J Holland, Canton, blk g, Andrew J ••• 3 4
apples. John E. Thompson,
Ozro
Z
Roys,
coop
\¥yandotts-3d
prem;
Mrs D Blanchard hand painted spread, 2 S Burbank,
EE Holman, honey. W L Whitney, empTHBurgess, Peru, blk s Young Chief .. 4
Ellis Hathaway, 2 banana
CW Thompson,
coop Pekin ducks-1st
table spreads, 2 towels.
Mrs AK Foster r v. potatoes.
T II Huston. Dixfield, br m, Mollie H 5 3
ty ginger ale bottle.
R E Ha_thaway,
Geo E Thomas, 6 v. potatoes.
prem; (two coops Rowen ducks not enter- LL Kilbreth, Liv. b g Col Woodman 6
rug. Mrs Amos Childs, rug. Mrs WW melons.
woolen machine.
Mrs L F Allen, canaMiss Clara Barrows,
1 platter apples.
ed, worthy of note); John Manwell, pr. GM Park, Canton. blk m, G. M. P ... 7
Rose, yarn rug, daisy tidy, lambrequin.
ries.
Mrs WK DeCoster, stuffed birds.
B F Oldham,
of Plvmouth rock chicks-3d
prem; E C G \V Moore, Canton, blk g, Gust, .••• 8
Mrs F Richardson, toilet set. Miss Fannie Frank Hodge, potatoes.
E F Gould & Co., stoves. Mrs C H LuThos Reynolds Canton, chg, Rocket .. 9
Daniel Manchan, 2 v. potatoes,
Gow;ll, 2 coops Rowen ducks, I coop
Richardson, toilet cushion. Mrs CR Da- potatoes.
Time 2 :50; 2 :54.
ca&, stuffed birds, (Red headed
woodSM Stetson, pears, apples,
golden spangle
Hamburgs-1st
prem;
vis, sofa pillow, flower wreath. Mrs E H 2 v. onions.
peckers.)
~rs CO Cates, cup and sauCharles
Adkins,
potatoes.
VE Holt, coop Pekin ducks-1st
prem;
Harlow, quilt. Mrs F C Stevens, scrap potatoes.
The regular semi-annual session of the
cer. Mrs AL Ray, crockery ware. Miss
\Vm Cushcoop of dark Brahma
chicks;
Syria Grand Lodge of Good Templars of Maine
box. CC Bicknell, 1 quilt, brush case, J. E. Conant, 1 v. apples.
A Bar- Lela Ray, cups and saucers 75 years old. Hodge, 2 coops Brahmas-1st
prem; P will be held at Farmington,
tidy, vase mats. Mrs John Manwell and man, lombard plums, 2\', turnips.
Thursday,
Stevie
Taylor,
natural
cross.
mrs
O
Roys,
M A Goding,
Kidder, coop Plymouth Rock-honorable
daughter, quilt and rug. Mrs D C Neal, rows, 1 platter apples.
October 14. Half-fare on railroads and rc:2 pictures.
mrs Teary E Morse, I picture
plate
of
pears.
Byron
C.
\Vaite,
apples.
mention; CT Bonney Jr pr Wyandottes
spread and 2 rugs. Mrs J P Swasey r ban·
duced rates at hotels will be allowed to
easel, r wall-bracket, oard receiver.
mrs
1st prem;
Wyandotte
chicks-2d
prem; members of the order. All Good Tem·
ner. ::\Iiss Carrie Swasey, tidy. llliss Fran- TM Shackley, potatoes 2 v. CW WalkH Louise
L B Elvira \Vashburn, hair wreath.
SHEEP AND SwINE.-M Hall, red jersey plars are cordiaUy invited to attend.
celia Stetson, rug, sofa pillow
cO\·er. er, 2 v. potatoes, 19 v. apples.
Ellis, pictures.
mrs Gideon Ellis, neckprem; 4 red jersey pigs; P C
Clara Stetson. banner, thermometer, bag, Smith and son, 7 v. apples, 1 pumpkin.
lace. mrs C H Staples, seven oil paint- shoat-2d
and citron.
More of that BONELESS SPICED CORNED
Barker, pr sheep and lambs-2d
prem;
tidy.
llfrs Alice \Valker, pillow shams, G. D. Adkin:,, watermelon
ings. mrs E C Staples, 2 oil paintings.
BEEF at H.H. Burbank's only Sets. per lb.
\Vm Treat 12 v. apples, I v. grapes.
R.
Cole
Bros,
sheep and
lambs-3d
hand bag, tidy, bracket
lambrequins.
Mrs C Hayford, picture and lambrequin.
Cl\[ IIolAcidic Gammon. 2 tidies. Mi~s Jennie ::\1cCollistcr, last year apples.

And~oscoggin
Valley
Fair.

SPLENDID
OPENING.
, '"eighs

accurately

to 2+0 pounds.
It
> and also a Platform

I

ch is large enough
,/
bag. Every family
on paying $r.25 foJ/
.0 the TELEPJIOXJ;:,
.;11receive this $5.ct,o
cl on board cars or
ny in Chicago.

J

At the Park,

l:X.\BRIDGED DIC·
in sheep binding.
e year only $10.00.
~ical for only $9.oo
;ription
price. Xot
've Scale, weighs ar•
mnce to 25 pounds.
Needed in every ot~
ry home.
\V1th the
$3.00, deli\'ercd to
.:e in Chicago. With
;2.00 in addition to
,SON'S

FIRST

·1

COUNSELOR,

,c, Medical Practice,
\Vith TELEPII0XE
/ any othe1 periodi·
.ddition to H1bscrip·
: paid.
l'T
LAWYERS. ,\
. ss and domestic law,
th binding.
With
$2.00.
\Vith any
nly 7_:,cts. in add1ost paid.

c. Bufford's India
size 21x28 inches.
e year only $r.75.
lical for only :;o ct,,
lion price .• Sent by
actical Dictionary,
s and 1.+00 illustra·
0XE $2.00.
With
r 75 cts. in addition
,paid.
OF FAXCY \V0RK,
plaia directions for
Lace \York, Knitt \Vork. 'set \Vork,
Needle \Vork. O,·er
rge octavo, paper
oxE one year only
er periodical for 35
paid.
,er Premiums as low
not want in order to
ith any paper you
{anted.

C
not buy
I

~, and Mikado
g Room ComSunshine and
;t} ~tOVP.

~LS.
mnty, Ahovels,
~ots, Hanging
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11dSheet fron

t, ME.
'TNAM,
.Ma,ine.
rer of

'v & DOOR
FRAMES
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which uod''intendeJ us and tueu to occup,r she/ This afternoon you will tind her in tho bent do)va to his pillow an~ they s~id: '·fn in all Irdand, excepting perhaps those of middle to form a V.
11
1
!b!~~~J
~~{C:!";~w.HT~:i~:
~::~ct1!:~1h~f~ ~ri~t;~e tt:c~=k~
!nbd~iJ :rttt
v~~;
();'l:i~; ~:1:sti'.ab;;!eule Galway, may be found in this county
Some of the new Paris dresses have
is a man God fashioned to make a constitu- the hungry and hea!t,d the sick. My mind
as he cried out, rallying all his dymg euer- (Doncga!).
They are tall, straight, and
tion. 'l'be man who makes the plow is just leaps forward thirty years f1O'Jl now and I gies: "Jesus.'' Oh, come this morning to
ll
· h
·
d l t· •t ti t plain skirts trimmed with perpendicular
as honorable as tl:.e man who makes the cou• find myself in an African jung-le; and there
~be fountain! I will tell you the whole story wa c wit
a vi~or an
c as !CJ Y la
stitution. There 1s a woman who was made is a mfasionary of the cross addressmg the m two or three sentences. l-'ardon_ fur all comes from constant exercise. Their hair bands of wide ribbon at regular inler·
to fashion.a robe and yonde.r is one intended natives, and their dusky rouu~etan~-es are sin. Comfort for all trouble. Light for is abundant nnd of a purer black thau
vals, terminating in a loop and end,
1
d
nd
~!e;! i1~!~~ea~ist::ri~\h;~t~:;.10~~
~;gd~°;;J~~ti~~~ t~fts.·\st·t~rnfl;~~t
~e~fr~~tss.
A
every wil erness haa can be found elsewhere in the kingdom.
Present indicntions
denote that the
points the sphe. e: ati:i the needle is just as h"ar his voice this morning in the first song
.
hitherto popular jersey is to receive1
respectable in b,s sight as th" sceptre. I do of service!
Their eye rs sometimes dark, but gcnernot know but that the worlJ woulcl long ago
My mind leaps forward t~irty years from
A.n Unfortunate Quotation.
ally a clear biue, shining forth from new lease of life. Those for the present
0
~::~~!?,:t;~~;;f;1~::n~\;!~
oriho~u!h~
!~~:~do: ban~~Ios:~r ~~!ni f~:e°1~7-~r:!1
They were seated on th e sa nd s at At- under the blackest brows, whic!t contrast
season ar~ of finer quality and of morl
are in it were out of it. I really think that with e-.·ery crime. His chin on hi, open !antic City.
with a clear and rather too colorless
elaborate design than formerly.
one half the world may ba divided into tw:o palm, his elbow on bi; knee-a picture of
Eglantine was confident that the c:I:max
quarter.s-those
who ha\·e not found their de,pair. As l open the wteket he starts and was about to be.
complexion, the rcsu·t, probably, of want
Frogs with ruby eyes, bird cla\11
irh:;: no~n\~mr!~"'fos;~othe~:.viffow{~~i
~~etbatte(~~nb~;~ni~ tb!~:nta~ite:eri::~~
Adolphus' arm was dangerously mtof animal foo<l. As I was jaunting along holding sapphire3, anchors and swnllo\V:
a:.e struggling ro'i-a position a little higher First for theft, then for arsnn, now for less, a nd , as finally he placc.:d a majority
the other clay I heard two voices singall closely set with diarnonds, are ~mo;;.1,;
than that whic-b Uod mtended them. 'lhe murder. He steps upen the trap door, the of his 'fingers on her waist, Eglantine
bondswoman wauts to be mi,tress. Hagar rone is fastened to his neck, the plank fall,,
looked ott to the s~a with the look of ug which seemed to emerge from a the odd devices for brooches or hair
keeps crowding :Saran. The small wheel of his body swiugs into the a r, his soal swi ,gs wonderland in hPr eves.
green hillside until the car came close
'l'hey are all of large size.
a watch which beaut.fully went trea'.!ing its into eternity.
\-Yho is he and where is he!
~hen the,e word~ stumbled over. a pair upon the singers, a couple of girls with naments.
gol ten pathway, wants to. be the ~a:ance- This atte~noon playing ldte_on the !·ity c~m- of li[>S earn at on with sup pres ed Joy:
.
h
.
.
St G t' )? ir
wheel aud the sparrow with chagrm drops mons. Mother, you ai:-ethis mommg hc1>t'·I never look at the sea but I think/ Just sue 1rn1r, eyes and skm as I have
10 flt ,10 ,: •
"re·
into t..1e brook because 1t caun t, !lice ing a throne or f?rg!ng a ~ham-you are
d
·u d
d d
.
"Lend
me your cnr a minutc,d,,
6
the ea le, c·ut a circle un~ler the sun. knd!ing; a star or d1g~mg a rlu~g~'ln.
of those "ord, in the 'J:mutc and Hi~
escn e , ncS t Ie
own Ill the deep mar·ced """i·s. Bro\i•ii to her husban "'1
ln the 1..ords army we all wa.nt to balj AgoodmanyyearsagoaCbn;tianmothet
(ourtiers'
Fpisodes':
'Thus far sha.t grasses, thick with red fairy-thimbles,
m
briga:lior-gene:·als. Tile sloo;) says: ·'More sat teach·n:: lessons of religion to her chill;
th
but
fa ther , "
ma:;t, more tonnage, more canvas. Oh, that, and he drank in _th'l,e l~s~nn;. Shs never
O~ go,
nO
.•
busily at work 'sprigging.'
Jumping off other cvcnrng.
,, beill·
I were a topsail schooner, or a full-r1g;.ed j knew that Lanphier would come forth and
'I here was a pam,e m the arm move- the car, I asked to lo•,k at the work, and
"Will you give it back tc>mei
brig, or a Cunar.l ste1mer." . And so the establish the Ful~on ~treet l?rayer meetrng, ment ~d soon the two went up to the
w,md is fil.ed with cries of d1~content be-1 a'ld by one meetmg revol ,tiolliz~ tbe devo- hotel.
with t'rl civility which marks iheir race quired with mock anx:ety.
~
0
eause we are net willing t? stay m the place ti?1;1sof ~be w~o:e 011:rt?an_d thrill the eterErrlantine hnd spoiled tlie coure of two they rose and handed
me 1heir little
"Of course I will, you idiut! ~or
where God pnt us aud mteuded us to _be. mt 18 , with. his C!i,rist1an mfluen~e. La_n- . ,.,
. ,
. .
.
f
h f
hi h
111yfriend,, be not tooproudtodoanythmgl
pbiermid1twash.smotberwhobrou.~htb1m
h_ves by a htt.e kn~1dedJe of Enghsh
rames, upon eac
o w c a musliu
suppose I want to utart a tannery!
God telis you to do. For the lack of a right to Jesus Christ. She naver had an idea that h1story.-Philade/p/,,U1, PreeJ.
handkerchief was pinued.
She ~ot the e~r. - RicMnondBaton.
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Cltsposition in this respect the world is strewn
with :waudering Hagars and Ishmaels. God
has given each one of us a work to do. You
can-ya scuttle of coal_up the dark alle_y; you
distribute that Christian tract;_ you give ten
thousai d dollars to the _m1ss1onary cause;
PEOPLE WHO HAVE LOST yo_u
for fi!teen years sit with chrome r~~umat 1,m 1 di,playrng the beauty of Chri,t1an
THEIR WAY•
submission •. Wbatever Go.i calls you
to,
whether it wm h:ssrng or huzza: wbe th er to
walk under triumphal ~rch or lift the sot out
Text: "And God opened her eyes and sbs of the ditch; wheLher it be to prea
b on a
eaw a well of water,, and she went and filled pentecoSt or tell so:UAwa nd
erer of th e st!eet
t of
the bottlewith water aui gave the lad oftbemercyoftbeChnS
Mary Ma,,.dadrink." Genesis xxi .. 19.
lene; whether it be to weave a garland for a
laughiug child on a spriug morning and call
Morning breaks upon Beer-Sheba. There her a May Queen, or to comb out the t.rngled
fs an early stir in the house of Abraham.
locks of a wait' of the street aud cut up one
th
[!i~thf;/:~f~i~b~/t~~nfo~~:gild~s:i~
of your old drcSSts to fit ber out for
e
her foot down very hard and says th1t they sanctuary-Clo it, and do it right away.
will have to leave the premioes. They are Whether it be '!- crown or a yoke, do not
:fackmg up. Abraham knowing that the fidget.. Everlastm~ honors upu~ those who
Journey b.fore bis servant aud her son w!ll do taerr work and ao then- w~o.e W?rk a nd
be very Jong and. across deso!ate place,,_ m aro contented m _that sphere m wb1~b God
the kindness of his heart set3 about puttmg
ha:, put them, w~lle there .1s waudermg a~d
up some bread and a bottle with water in it. exile and desolation and wilderne.;ses for d 15•
lt is a very plain lunch that Abraham pro- conten_ted Hag11:rand 1sb1:0ael.
vides, but I warrant you there would have
Agam, I finLIm this Oriental scene a l~n
been enough of it had they not lost their of sympathy with woman when shegoe; forth
way. "God be with you!" said old Abra- ~ructging in t!i,e desert. W:hatag.eat thchange
ham as he gave the lunch to Hagar and a it was for this Hagar. 'lhere wa;
e teut
good many charges ns to how she should con- and all.the surroundmgs of Abraham's houss,
duct the journey. Ishmael, the boy, I sup- beautiful audluxurious, no doub~. Now she
po·e hound~d away in the m:>rning liaht. is going out into the hot sands of _the desert.
Bo;~ a!·,Ta;~s li::e a change. l'oor lstm';i.e11 Oh, what a cha.nge it was! And m o:.rr day
He bas no idea of the disasters that are ahead :~g!;:n oS::!t!l~v~f;~t i~t:~e.;:;:;·b;t;h!
f;o~i~ th!afaa~il1~;e~l~~: ~~!1:e li~~e~:~
home of her father. :She had everythiug
snAnt so many happy days, each scene asso- possible to administer to her happiness.
cfated with the pride and joy of her heart, rlenty at the table. Music in the drawing
-young Ishmael.
. . room. Welcome at the door. She is !en
The scorching noon comes on. The air is forth into lite by some one who cannot apsti.f.tino-and moves a~ross the desert with in- pre~iate her. A dissipate:! soul co~e, and
sufferible suifocation. Ishmanl, the boy, takes her out in the desert. Cruelt1es blot
begins to com pain and lie, down, but Hagar out all the lights of that home cirde. Harsh
rwoeuasres
sasywin
_tnh
lnb0eo-a.atb,·
ofuotrbmeortobwerns
words wear out her spirit.;. . The high hope
1_nhessim
0u1_Ptt
1tenro
8g
,n8
• 1 0that shone out over the marriage alta,· W:h1le
can endure anything.
Trudge-trudgethe ring was baing set and the rnws given
trudge, crossino-the dead level of the desert, and the beneJiction pronounced, have all
bow wearily and slowly the miles slip. A fade::!with the orange blossoms, and there
tamarind that seemed hours ago to stand only she is to-day broken-hea1:ted, tbmking_of past
just alittleahead,invitiugthe
travelers to joya11dpresen~ desolat1011 and colllillg ancome under its shadow now is as far off as gJisb. Hagat· rn the w1ldorness!
ever, or seeming so. Night drops upon the
Here is a beaut11ul h)me. You cannot
desert and the travelers are pillowle.s. Ish- thm., of anytbtug that can be added to_1t.
mael, very weary I suppose, instautly falls For year.; there has not _been the suggest10n
asleep. Hagar-as the shadows of the night of a single trouble •. B.ight and happy chi!begin to lap over each other-Hagar hugs dren fill tile hou,e with laughter aud song.
her weary boy to her bosom and thinks of Book, to r&ad. Pictures to Lok at. Lounges
the fact that it is her fault that they are in to rest on. Cup of do:11~st1• Joy full_ and
desert. A star looks out and every falling runnmg over. Dark n1gat drops. Pillow
tear it kisses with a sparkle. A wi ig of wind Mt. Pulses flutter. Eyes close. And tte
f;=s fheefe~~e~ot~a;t~;~ge
ll~;.tbH~;!:
foot whose weil kncwn steps on the door-s 11
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Through gay or i:;loomyweatherAnd since he hailed me at my birth,
We've n.lways boJn together.
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ToINTRODUCE

We are two travellers, Time and I,
Through harsh or happy weather. ,
Unsolved the secrets of his soul,
Though we have walked together!
He guards the mysteries of the world,
Life, Death, Dise1se and Sorrow;
Ile knows so much, so little I,
And wo must part to-morrow.
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NEURALGIA.,
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II. Rayne in Youth's Companion.

HOUSEKEEPER

HIS SECOND
WOOING.
Although Furmer Tucker had long
dreamed o:'."a visit to Chautauqua, when
he actually found himself at that Mecca of
devout excursionists, early last Augut,
the brawny man was tempted to doubt
hi:! own identity.
The holiday surroundings were wholly uulike anything to
which he was accustomed in his prosy
New England home; the rich, crowded
programme offered was in striking contrast to the dull monotony of farm life.
When this son of toil first entered the Auditorium, and saw that rustic amphitheatre
crowded with thousands of people listening breathlessly to the full, sweet tones
of the grani organ, his cramped, selfish
heart wa.~ strangely touched and expanded.
For an instant the wish crept
in that he had asked Jane if she would
like to come too. But there was not
much time for his own thoughts, for
ns the music ceased a white-haired
1peaker arose ancl was introduced to the
1mdicnce as :Mr. John Il. Gough.
At this announcement Samuel Tucker's satisfaction wns too great to be kept
to himself, and he said half aloud to his
next neighbor: "Well,, now, I am beat
to think that I'm going to hear the man
I've wanted to sec for more'n twenty
years."
The young lady gave an
amused little laugh, but it fell unheeded
upon the unsophisticated speaker, whose
attention was already caught by the
orator.
Mr. Gough commenced his brief lecture with one of his inimitable descriptions. The story was of a man who applied for a divorce and was advised by
his eminent lawyer to try the effect of
making love to his wife as he had done
before marl'ying her, instead of resorting
to the measure he had proposed. It included also an account of a later visit
when the happy husband withdrew his
application, and, fairly dunci'.ig with
glee, assured the lawyer that Ins experiment had worked like a charm that
"Sally had become as amiabl; and
affectionate a wife :lS a man could ask to
h:i.ve."
Mr. Gough's representation of the
scene drew forth prolonged applause;
but Samuel Tucker's interest was of too
serious a nature to permit hi~ joining in
the laughter.
As if unconscious for the
moment, of the multitude about him, he
said in an undertone: "I'd be willing to
take my oath that wouldn't wo~k with
Jane. All I have to sar; is, that man's
wife was different from mine; I'd as soon
think of feeding serrup to a. mummy as
to begin sparking l\gain with her."
It would seem that this course of
reasoning did not wholiy dismiss from
the farmer's mmd a train of thoughts and
possibilities suggested by the lecturer's
story. In every treat of the following
days-at
sacred
service or popular
lecture, in the musenm or by the model
of the Holy Land, when listening to a
concert or gazing with throngs upon thtJ
illuminated fleet, the far-away husband
was
relentlessly
followed
by a
vision of hard-worked
Jane, look.
ing
upon
him
with
reproachful
eyes. At
length
he
quieted
his
conscience with the determination
to
prove that 1 is estimate of his wife was
correct.
"When I go back,,, he said to
himself, "I'll just show the woman some
little attentions, and I'll sec they won't
have no more effect on her than they
would on the old bav mare.
Jane's
bound to be sullen and. obstinate, an1 I
suppose I may as well make up my mind
to it.,,
On reaching home the resolution was
not easily carried out.
·when l\Ir.
Tucker planned some gallantry towards
his wife, the very thought made him feel
so unnatural and foolish that postpone-

I

ment resulted; but the Sabbath offcrei
an opportunity so convenient that he improved it.
The farm was nea,ly a mile from the
church, yet Samuel Tucker had for
years bec11in the habit of driving back
alone after the foren0on service leavinrr
his wife to attend the S,ibhath sehoo~

;;::t
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He led me through the land of youth,
He journeys on ward ever,
And helped my toiling footsteps climb
The hills of right endeavor.

-Wm.

t~e Bible service. 'lb.e faintest su1pi~Treatment or a Dog-bile.
~snot a !fY•, and will not stain or Injure tho
Hau•~ Hair Renewer.
cion that he had drl 'fen back to the
Persons who have been bitten by doa s, 1k1n.
DumbAgne can be speedily cured by takin"
a
church for ~er did not cross the good whether mad or otherwise, should at o::ce A.ver'sAcrue Cure. Tri it.
womans1 mmd; she &Upposed he had cleanse the wound very thoroughly wit h
11
business with some of the brethren, and warm water. If the dog is believed t 0
•
•
a,-wE
HAVE NOW JE;J
was hesitating whether to walk on as be mad, after cleansing the wound sue k
HE CHEAPEST .AND BEST MEDICINB FO:S
SUBSCRIBERS
usual or to suggest waiting for him, it with the mouth, so as to draw out a s
FAMILY USE IN THE WORLD.
In from one to t\Vt)Jlty m~nntes, DPver fails te relieve PAIN with one thorongh applicatlou.
No mat-·
when the farmer called out, ''It's just as much blood and :fluid from the part a s
WE WA.NT HA.LF A. JIIILLION,
A.ND
ler how violent or excrucialiug tLLeµain, the Rbeu•·
into
every
family
I
n
matte, Bedridden, Infirm, Crippled, Nervous, Ne-..
cheap to ride as to walk." Silently the possible; continue this for some time. I f
0
the land, we otrer tih 0
~'.fl:~s
ftifIB'i'~ttuii1'w'lli";J~r:f~t~':i1°ias!ADwife took her seat in the buggy, and si- this cannot be done by the sufferer, the n
PHILADELPHIA
lently they drove home, much to the some friend should do it for him. '!'her e
husband's satisfoction, for it seemed to is not the slightest danger in this ope
RA DWAY'S READY RELIEF Is the only remedial
him a proof of the woman's dull, unnp- ration unless there is some abrasion on
agent in voguethat w111 Instantly stop pain. It tnlta.ntly relieves and soon cures
preciative nature. "She
didn't
act the lips or in the mouth. After this ha s
AND
pleased, but was only dazci like, as I been done, cauterization may be resorted
PRACTICAL
knew she would be,'' he muttered as he to, but it is hardly necessary. To b e
went about his micl-day "chores."
doubly sure, let the bitten person take, i f
Sciatica,
From
now to Januari 'I
Headache,
At the same time ~Ir. Tucker was con- possible, Turkish baths two or three time s
1887--bal.ance
of
thi
s
Toothache;
scious of having performed a most praise- a week for six or eight weeks. Tbis o f
year--on receipt of
Inflammation,
worthy act, and fe1t so comfortable that its~Jf is a very excellent preventative from
Asthma,
he resolved to repeat the experiment. its cleansing cff.!Ct9.-Herald of Health
I
Influenza,
So on the following Sabbath,· Jane again
Mr. J. E. Bonsal, New B"womfleld,
Pa., clerk
Difficult Breathing,
Sliver or Stampa.
found her husbar,d m waiting, and as o! !he se,·_eral couri;s of Perry Co., Pa., was
Illn!trnted by best artlt~, printed on flne cre&m
a.ff11cted
with rheumatism for more than thir
she mounted the -~igh buggy, ventured
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to utter a half-audible "thank yo\!," and with different physicians, and trying every Pure an<l s .. ce Fiction only, Domcotlc Storie
DYSENTERY,
known remedy without benefit, he used St
BY
to ask Samuel if he had been waitin"'
Jacobs Oil, which effected an e.itire cure.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
long. To which Mr. Tucker replied
that he had just reached the church, co1~!r;a1~:t~fe~~ew~~'\fs~;io,b~~.di:.'";~~
~'!.!~{; Josiah Allen's Wife,
.It wlllln atew moments, when takeu accordln& t•
4frecttons. cure Cr11.mps, Spasm~. Sour Stoma.ch. 1
and didn't know but he might find she
~ti;du~tubined value ot the gold
Beartburn,
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Marion Harland,
Diarrbcea. Dysentery, Colic. Wiud in the Bowell.
had started on foot. This reply seemed
and all other Internal Pa101.
Mr. Geo. W. Wa'.ts, General Agent, Freight
Travelers should always carry a bottle of JI.Al).
Rose
Terry
Cooke,
to Jane n positive assurance that her Department,
UnionPacific Railway, San Fran
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husband had really returned for the sole c1sco,Cal. says: "I have derived much benefit Harriet Prescott Spofford
water. It 10 better than French Brandy or Blttera
the use of Red Star Cough cure In case::i Mnry Abbott Band, Ella Rodm1>n Church
aa & atimulaut.
purpose of taking her home, and her from
of coughs and colds." No oolates.
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Potter,
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chilled heart glowed with a warmth mi1'bere Is not a remedial a7ent In the world thal
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A MAN'S'VIEWS.

WHEREPARENT'SRIGHTSARERESPECTED.
"I know one family where the parents'
rights are respected," said a social philosopher, "where the children do not rule,
rand where the mother and father are real~y first in the household.
They are that
in theory everywhere,
of course, but everybody knows !lrnt in nine cases out_ of
ten they are quite at the end of the hst.
In this model family the children go to bed
I at childish hours._ :he twp eldest chi~dren
never thmk of offenng to stay up a mmute
after their mother says '8 o'clock.'
The
third one trots off at 7 o'clock without an
idea that it would be possible for him to
stay up later, and the four months old baby goes to sleep as soon as her mother has
dined, and never deigns to wake up, even
if the house is filled ,Yith music and dancing and laughter.
That mother has a will
of her own, and a degree of self-respect
which would make it as impossible for her
children to try and go against her will as
it would be for them to fly. She never indulges them; that is ·he never refuses
them a pleasure first only to give i~ to them
for teas1ng afterward,
and she never
changes her mind about either consent or
rei'usal. Her children Jove her all the
more that th.ey have a hearty wholesome
awe of her.-Record.

I have no respect for the woman who
runs around among her neighbors and
friends talking about her husband's shortcomfngs, and the various points of difference between him and herself.
And I have
great contempt for the man w'ho is given
to a1nng his matrimonial
grievances
abroad.
No third party can adjust the differences that may exist between a man and
his wife. If he: and she cannot settle their
own affairs they must go unsettled. There
is nothing more destructive to the peace
and happiness of a home than the daily
little bickerings and bits of fault finding
in which so many husbands and wives indulge.
Of course there are the "blue Monday"
sort of days, when nothing goes right,and
a spirit of evil seems to ha Ye taken possession of the entire household.
Such days
come to the best regulated families.
Its
human nature.
Its an out-cropping of our
innate tendency to go wrong at times.
Sometimes I am glad that such days come
to our house, for we are all so glad and
happy after we have "kissed and made up''
all around.
I ~ever say anything when I hear husbands and wives declare that in all the ten,
fifteen, or twenty years of their married
BURNSONTHEFACEAND NEJK.
lives. they have never had "a single cross
word.'' I keep mum because I hate to tell
In scalds and superficial burns on the
them I don't believe what they say, and I face and neck of young children, the apjust don't believe it. We are not angels, plication of molasses, directly over the surand only angels could live that way. But face, as a continuous dressing to the scald
whatever our differences do let us keep or burn, until complete cicatrization is efthem to ourselves.
Disaster follows in fected, is an admirable remedv, alwa,·s
the wake of the man or woman who tells hand_v. The best mode of appI;,ing it in
to the world his or her quarrels with John scalds and burns on the face and neck is to
or Mary. Mum is the word.
take blotting paper. or soft "·hite-bro1vn
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The funeral of Oakes Thompson,
who
died in his 84th year, after one week's sickness, occurred Saturday at his late residence, on Milton avenue, Dorchetiter,Rev.
E. N. Packard officiating.
Ile came of
Puritan
stock, his
progenitor,
John
Thompson, arriving at Plymouth in 16:i:i,
in the third embarkation
from England,
who married the first female child born in
Condition
Plymouth, and built the first framed meeting-house in that town.
The deceased
was a son of Deacon Oakes Thompson,
born in Middleboro.
llis grandfather "·as
,villiam Thompson, a zealous captain in
Is absolutPly
pure ancl bl,i:bly concentr11;tecl.
OJ!e
the war of the Revolution.
The deceased
o,m,·r is worth
a 11ouncl of any oth<>r kmcl.
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Nothmg
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its
l\faine, where for some years he was enweight
in gold.
Illustrated
book
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stamps,
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tin cans, $1.00; liy mail,
pils many who attained great distinction
$1,20.
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prepaid,
for $5.00,
DR. I, S. JOHNSON &:, CO., Boston, Mass,
in after years, notably the "'ashburn
family of Livermore.
Ile at the same time
owned and occupied a large farm. a p01·tion of the "Thompson
Grant,"
at Hart--AT-TIME-TABLE.-In Effect July 12 1 186,
ford, Oxford county, on the borders of
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*F'ullcr Road,
S 25,12 05 Canton,
I IO 4 28
Attorney
cf: Counsellor
at Law, Portland,
ful temperament.
He leaves. a brother,
Boston,
p;
-~-.2E_ Gilbcrt~~~r!:c.
the Hon. \Villiam Thompson of Rockland.
Ca1Lton, life.
1.35
*Train~ slop only on signal.
Maine, and a family of three sons and two
STAGE CONNECTIOl\'S.
daughters, of whom the Hon. Roscoe H.
AT \YEST l\hXOT.-Daily,with
mail train,for IJe
and :\Ir. Ludan
B. Thompson
are well
brl)n .Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
known members of the Suffolk Bar, and
Cl;;~·C,~~T1~~1:·J4Et~Jti;;~~~~1~·;1C~v~tl:nn~~~l
~/~·~ti~U~~~
the elde,t daughter the wife of Colonel H.
field 3 miles, ;u1d \Yest Sumner 7 miles.
L. Hart of Florida, all of whom were pres..AT CANTON.-Dailv,
with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, ,vest P·eru 10 miles,Dixticld
10 miles,
ent at the last sad rites.--Boston Traveller.
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PO-W-DEE!

Sheridan's

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

Powder

Millinery
&,FancyGoodsRumf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

A.C.BICKNELL'S,

Blue Store,

Canton.

Stand for Sale ..
9
:i~~:~
:~~,:t:~Ci
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paper, torn into pieces, each about half an
A spittoon is a pretty ornament to a ti- inch by an inch and a half, and these will
dy ~ife's sitting room isn't it? I know a have the edges more fluft), and absorbent
worilan who has to bear with one in her than if the paper be cut with scissors.
Sugar Coated
sitting room, as she bears with a six-footer Then dip the pieces of paper into the moCathartic
of a husband who uses it. He is real good lasses, and so lay them on the part. one
If the Lin,r becomes torpid, if the
■
sort of a man too. I often wonder how by one, as to cross in every possible direcbow~ls are constipated. or if tile stomach
such a kindly, generous, whole-souled fel- tion, that by mutual over-lapping and enfa1,s to perform its functions properly, use
they may unite and form a
low as he is can allow himself to bring tanglement
Ayer's Pills. They are inrnluabJe.
that. old spittoon into any part of the closely fitting mask or shield to the part.
house. I am not as severe on tobacco If the scald or burn be on the face, molns11~a~~i~s;g~c~~~c~}°,~~}Jhe¥
smoj<ers and chewers as I might seem to ses has this advantage in children that, if
suff(!red from General Debility and Indigestion. A few boxes of Ayer's Pills
be. I hate to see a man in bondage to any a little of it run down into the angles of
0
habit, but do not worry myself much about the mouth, it is not distasteful, but rather
Ber1~hiie;H~~/e~-~~;;
t~~~~- W. T.
him.so long as he alone suffers the result agreeable to the little patient; and if it is
For years I haYe relied more upon
applied immediately after the injury, the
of his weakness.
I am a rabid prohibitionAyer's Pills than anytJnug else, to
will not have acist, because the drunkard's sins result in air and its constituents
Regulate
so much suffering to others.
Tobacco cess to the wound so as to set up septic ~cmy bowels. These Pills are mild in acchewers usualiy harm themselves alone. tion in the secretions of the part. It the
tion, and do their work thoroughly.
I
My wife says that this is an intensely sel- molasseti be in excess of the dressing round
~l~11:~~~tis~t~nN°nts;Z~~f~.
fish view to take of the matter, and that it the edges, it may be removed by wiping
G. F. Miller, Attleborough, Mass.
is m)' duty as a professing Christian
to with a dry cloth; and the edges may then
Ayer's Pills cured me of Stomach and
Liver
troubles, from which I had suffered
be
dusted
with
flower,
powdered
oxide
of
·wage wa1· against all offenses condemned
for years. I consider them the best pills
zinc,
bismuth,
or
other
drying
material.by Holy Writ. The argument is a sound
made, and would not be without them.
-Morris Gates, Downsville, N. Y.
one; and if I could rid this world of tobac- Prof. Lund, in English Journal.
co I'would do it.
I_ was attacked with Bilious Fever,
which was followed by Jaundice, and
But about that disgusting
spittoon in
THE LIVES OF XEWSGIRLS.
was so dangerously ill that my friends
Mrs. W-'s sitting room. There it is, an
despaired of my recovery
I commenced
taking Ayer's Pills, and soon regained
eye sore to the good woman, a great blot
Little has been done or can be said in
my customary strength and vigor. on her otherwise lovely room. Mrs. Dane newspaper columns concerning the life of
John C. Pattison, Lowell, Nebraska.
says: "I wouldn't have it; I iust wouldn't!"
newsgirls.
For few of them can the same
Last spring I suffered greatly from a
troublesome
humor on my side. In spite
I don't think she would. I know her well excuse be offered as for the boys, that it is
of every effort to cure this eruption it inenough to know that there'd be a fuss if I the legitimate and on! y occupation
bv
creased until the tlesh became entirely
disgraced her sitting room with a spittoon.
which they must earn their bread. It i-s ra_w. I was t.roubletl, at the same time,
with Indigestion, anti distressing pains in
This is a case in which "fusses" are justi- not believed that then~ is one of them
The Bowels.
fiab~e. A spittoon in the house is a bold who has not a home and .,ome person who
and unpardonable infringement on a wom- should keep her .off the streets.
1
Some of
an's rights as a tidy housekeeper.
It is an them, however, are wayward naturallv. or
~rom pain, my food digested properly, the
infringemen~ on decency.
have been made so by evil associatio~~ in
!~r£,\::fe:{h~~(in~~~~:tt~<t!a~~~;~/i'.
their extreme youth, while others -and
-Samuel D. White, Atlanta, Ga.
the
greatest
number,
it
is
to
be
fearedThe older I grow the less I feel like wor1
~h~n
rying over things.
I am essentially op- are knowingly sent to lives of demoralizapills made.- S. C. Darden, Darden, Miss.
tion
that
is
inevitable
by
the
very
persons
timistic in my tendencies.
\Vorry makes
My
wife
and
little
girl
were
taken
with
people gray and wrinkled and bald, and I who should most carefully haYe guarded
Dysent~r:l;' a few da:vs ago, and I at once
them from such a fate. There an:, of
began g!n11;g them small doses of Ayer's
cling tenaciously to my youthful looks.
P.ills, thmkmg I wonl<l call a doctor if the
I often wonder why some men will help course, some few exceptions in the casees
disease became any worse. In a short
ti°:ie the bloody discharges stopped, all
their wrinkles to deepen and increase their of girls who go out to sell papers with
pam went away, and health was restored.
their mothers
who have
established
baldness .by flying into such tantrums
-Theodore
Esling, Richmontl, Va. "
when their meals are a trifle late, or the stands, and though forced by poverty to
employ
their
children's
aid
in
the
battle
buttons are off their shirts.
I know a
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maso
Christian man, a "perfesser,"
a deacon in of life, strive in so doing to shield them
Soi<! by all Dealers in Medicine,
the church, who makes his wife's life a fro,u evil by keeping them as closely as
burden to her because of his ceaseless com- possible to the maternal apron strings.
plai,1ing and scolding about trifles. Do Even then, it is rare that their daughters
from the thoroughothe1· readers of Goon HousEKEEPIXG escape contamination
•My wife was very bad with neuralgia so she could
know such husbands?
IIeaven forbid that ly co1:rupt girls of' their own age with
whom
they
are
brought
in contact daily.
one such has fallen to the portion of any
The great body of the newsgirls
runreader of this. I call such men vicious.
ning wild on the street have acquired a
\Ve allow too many trifles to vex and fret
in vice
us. I once saw a man famous for his men- knowledge of and a proficiency
Had pains in bnck,limbsand around the heart she
took two bottleA of Athlophorosand was very ~uch
tal vigor and .great learning swell up and before they have grown old enough to recbetter right away. "-W. E. Mo us LEY, Lyme, N. H.
ognize its degradation and the inevitable
grow purple with rage because-he
couldNeuralgia, though one of the most common and
The older educate
n't find his hat. How easy it is for a man ruinous consequences.
most painful of diseases, has baffled all medical
to make a family wretched by this habit of the younger in vice; the youngest st,'.ive
ft~dis:~e~n~
~~i;i.~
to emulate in all of which they should be
whining and complaining
and scolding.
almost, if not quite incurable. Athlophoros
A large proportion
of them
SURELY and QUICKLY
cures it. This statement,
Life is too short to waste any of it in such innocent.
though strong, is warranted by the facts. Thousare Italians, and many are very pretty
ands have tesred its vuluc and recommend It as
Utieless moutbings.
the ONLY remedy that \Jrings relief. For ladies
while they are very young.
In fact, a
subject to neuralgia or nervous headaches it is
newsgirl has little hope of success if she
indispensable. Ath!or.,horos contains no opium,
morphine,
or other aangeroua ingredient. It is
I think it is safe for a man to tell his is not pretty and soon finds herselt forced
nbsolutelyharmless and universally successful in
wife all he knows.
And it is unsafe for out of competition to other walks in life
the prompt cure of this painful disease.
Ack yo~r druggist for A th lophoros.
U ron
him to keep her in ignorance of his finan- where good looks are not so essential.c.:llll'.!0tc:et it of l11mwe wiil cend it express paid ,;.1
receipt of regular prico-01.00
per bottle. ,Yo
New Tork Sun.
' ial affairs, or in ignorance of anything
prefer th ...t yoa buy it from your druggist, but iZ
bearing directly upon her domestic affairs.
ha hasn't it do not be p~ri:;ca.dedto try somat..tin;;:
c1so, but order nt once from t:.s its directed.
Sufferers from the effects of quinine, usThe judgment of most true wives and
l!T~LCPHOP:!J~
C3.,!t::!t'Jl\LLST., I-JEW
YORtl.
mothers is often remarkably good; better, ed as a I emedy for chills and fever, should
try Ayer's Ague Cure.
Thie p1·eparation
in many cases than that of their husbands.
1
is a powerful tonic, wholly vegetable, and
'·Tell your wife," should be the husband's
motto.
No need to ask wives to tell their without a particle of any noxious drug.
Is the only publication
in Maine devoted
husbands all they know. They do it any- Warranted a sure cure.
entirely to Bee-Culture.
It is a monthly,
how. And this is no slur on them, for
full of interesting and instructive rendino-.
Ladies',
gent's,
and
child.en's
BooTs
they have a right to.-Zenas
Dane, in
SHOES and_ RUBBERS at II. lL Burbank'~'. The ~ubscription price is only so cent.s"'a
Good liottsf'kPeji11g.
year Ill advance.
Sample copies free. AdBottom pnceti.
dress JOUR:N°AL, Thomaston, Me. 3m36
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ADVERTISERS
2.~/i~l~~;~~~:~\~1~~~:'s"
can learn the exact cost :~1;:)\~]3;.~;:i:~~ls
of any proposed line of
advertising in American 1
Remember
papers by addressing the best place to get your 5c Prints is
At the BrickStore,
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
:\lcxico 15 miles, Rumford

n~71~~i.les. Af.

.A.T GILBERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train,
Canton Point 1 1 •4 miles,
L. L. LIXCOLN,
SuPr.

Newspaper
Advertising
10 Spruce
St., New
10cts.
for
100-Page

Pills,

ATHLOPHOROS

where

100 PAMILIES
TO MAKE

you

will

find

for

a large stock of

DRY&,
FANCY
GOODS.

WANTED!
COATS

Sewiniz Machines
furnished if wanted
and the work delivertd
at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. 11. Mitchell,
Dixfield, Me., or to ,J. A. Bucknam &
Co. 11echanic Falls, Me.
5 ltf

Big drive on Gent's
Canvas B. B.
Doots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
Gent's
Serge
Prince
Albert,
85 cts.
Gent's Dress Lace Button
and Congress, $1 .75, $2.00 and $2.50.
L:1rge
stock
of those
warranted
Kids at $.2, and many other grades.
A_Iso the
_
~
,
_
r&,~,
~ ''.=;,ff14l,
, ~- ~
~0
~

I

'ii UVJ
'~t

--AXD--

30 cent

Boot & Shoe Maker.

1.Uolasses.

You can hardly keep house
without
Over P. Ho,lgP's hla<'.bmith shop. All it.
You will always find a full line,
ki11,ls of rPpni1i11g. Cnstom 111nki11g to and sold at Rock Bottom,
at the
n1eaRurP, frolll Thomas' cPlPhrate,l calf to
ti11,•st French.
Orders solieit<'<l.
3-37
ma:v ba found
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Newspaper Advertising

Etrcct),where,ulvcr-NEW
may
.
f;J~~:
i1~;:e
~~a}~i{a~i
ii~:\a~!!
t~~! tisingcontracts
i.Je maue for it

Ayer's

Bureau,
York.
Pamphlet.

Send

~

f~~n;~:Jgb~1l~,~~
~~:·:o
p~! b~~~

J-•'alls 17 miles, lloxburv

on

file at GEO. l'.
ROWELL & CO'$

--------YORK

Burenu

Spruce

(10

Honest

in

11

CP'f~:.mm::m:'"

FLOWERS

would announce
t;:~,~~r,~~~~;t~:

C. 0. HOLT.

CANTON.

Mills ancl vicinity
a full line of

:\1y wife, llattie Knapp, having left my
bed and board without just cause or provocation, I hereby forbid any person harboring or trusting her on my account after
this date.
\VM. E. KNAPP.
Canton, Sept. 2j, 1886.
3t39
fie:d, ara ,csrce

bnt <hose who write to

Snnsoo &Co ,Portlaod 1 MR.lne1 will recejve
free, full information about work .which
they can do, and live at. boroe,that will pay
tbero from $5 to 125 per day, Rome hi~ve
carnt!cl over$5() in a day. Either t:eK, young or old. C's pi tu.I
nr,t required. You are started free. Those who st_nrt at onco

GOLD

sure of snug little fortunes.

All

JS

new.

LOANS.

Goods, Cheap for

WANTE

•LIFELOANS.:

LOANS

S. Government

Bonds.

Foreign
Redemption
sold on monthly
pay men ts.
premiums
for sir.all investors.
Reliable
everywhere.
Address

Bonds
Large

correspondents
wanted
=-.iberal inducements.
for

l heMaine
Bee-Journal, G. W.

N ot:es.

Pro1n.i;..;..ory

,YA~TED-Xotes

good

Cash.

A competant man for Oxford County, to canv~1ss
and take orders for HOvVE'S
PATENT
ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREE;'/S.
i3L·st selling- goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
and Outfit free, Address
6tf
ORRIX P. IIO\VE & CO., Augusta, Mc,

Ou

kind of security
anJ
promissory
notes.

to th" citizensof'Brittun's
that they have in stock

Country Produce taken in exchange for
goods, at market prices.
O~e price to all
persons, under the same circumstances,
Please call and ask prices.
3-38

4 percent. 1 percent.

U.

f/Ya8~

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines
and Fancy

Notice.

On any

~

fP8JI~ JQHES
LIVJHRMORE

Pillows, etc. Flowers prcser\'ed.
l lrnvc made
arrang-cmcnts
with th<:: well.known
Portland
Florists,\\'.
E. ~!ORTON & CO .. to take or.
dcr!? for the::above. Prices low; ;\<.:w designs.
Order of
1y7

~absolutely

--Goods at Honest Prices.

of well rated

business

men

1

~d~~~1;ll

[~r$~:~:~~~hst~.i~;l~~~~
~:r~~fet.s,J~;~S~
given, settlements made. Correspondents
wanted.
G. \V. FOSTER,
Banker,
6m36
40 Broaclway, New York.

C. B. Bridgham,

M. D.

EuckfieldVillage, Me.
Ofliee

at

Rei..idenc:-e

Where al orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

full particulars,

FOSTER,

42 Broadway,

North

Banker,
New

York.
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6tf
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louse,
P'R,
Maine.
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r.-A
PARADOX.
There was a man in these broad lands
Possessed of neither legs nor hands, '
Yet he could walk, and he could write
And sor~1etimcs he would dare to fight~
And so m truth he had no eyes,
Yet he·could often view the skies
And co~nt the stars, as shining bright,
Bedecking well the brow of night.

la?or~, and many more be led to a saving
faith Ill Christ.
But I must close, for I hope soon to see
the genial countenance of A. S. Hatha':ay, Esq., and to enjoy his company for a
time.
D. A.G.

OUR NEIGHBORS.
Andover.
The lake travel is over. There has been
a large increase since last year, both in
summer boarders and sportsmen. Mr. J.P.
Whitney, of Camp Whitney, intends staying with his family at the lake until the
last of the month .... The sale of full
blooded stock at the house of Mr. H. L.
Newhall drew out quite a crowd. The
stock went at very low prices; one pair of
matched three year old steers, went for
eighty two and a half dollars. A fine
Guernsey bull sold for twenty-nine dollars .
Mr. Ed Martin of Rumford, had the best
trade of the day. He got a pair of three
year old Guernsey stags which girted six
feet and three inches,forforty dollars; and
the remainder of the stock went in the
same proportion .... The Methodist Society advertised to give an oyster supper
last Thursday evening at Union Hall.
They left the ordering of the oysters to
one of the brothers of the church.
The
evil day came but the oysters didn't and
when the society inquired into the cause
of the delay it was found out that the
brother had forgotten to order them ....
Henry Porter has taken a logging job for
F. P. Thomas near the arm of the lake
and operations will commence next week
.... Wm. Gregg has sold his yearling colt
of much power to Thayer of Norway, for
two hundred dollars.
P.

apples and 3.'i cts. per bushel for potatoes.
• ••• Charles H. Gammon is on a visit to
relatives at Flagstsff, Me .... Mrs. Rosalinda Barrows has been visiting her daughter·
in Alfred, :We.... The annual Cattle Show
of Sumner a11d Hartford will occur at E.
Sumner on next week Thursday, when a
large crowd will, as usual, attend .... Ezra
Keen exhibits.a potato that weighs 2 lbs.
5 ounces. Trot out the big products of
the farm to the Fair.-SLOCUM.

East Hebron.

The apple crop in this locality bids fair
to be a good one. Albert Shaw has his
apples about half picked. W. H. Berry
has been gathering some of his apples,but
C.J.
commences this morning with quite a force
2.-COMPOUND
ACROSTIC.
to pick in earnest.
He is expecting a good
(Words of six letters each.)
crop .... The Poland Dairying Association
I. A succession.
have
established
a
cream
route here, tak2, Heaviness.
ing in this neighborhood
and Brighton
3, A riddle.
4, To engage.
Hill, and the road to West Minot.
H.
.5, To display.
Bearce gathers the cream now and delivers
Primals, a large oar.
it at the West Minot R. R. station.
The
Finals, to pledge.
agent, Mr. A. E. True, is hopeful of a good
Combined, the winner of money on a
race.
cream route here. This Association
is
Grand spt;cial announcement
for the consideration of the Housekeepers of Maine,
selling its butter at good prices, and have
3.-DECAPITATIONS.
to make every effort to keep up their or- New Hampshire, Vermont and Connecticut:
I, Behead a vessel, and leave a part of
ders as fast as they come in .... Rev. C. T.
the body.
2, Behead an elevation, and leave sick.
Keen will supply the pulpit here, next
Chamber Sets Manufactured from all the Popular Woods, ASH, PINE, CHERRY,
3, Behead a time-piece, and leave to fasSunday .... Mrs. John Brown is some bet- OAK, MAHOGANY and WALNUT.
The largest and best selected stock in the
ten.
ter.-K.
country.
Every Set IVarranted, and Freight P1·epaid to your depot. These sets are
4, Behead a nut, and leave a grain.
5, Behead a lance, and leave a fruit.
marked
at
Prices
for
September
Sales,
THAT
have no Parallel in the Business. Write
Hartford.
6, Behead a stream of water, and leave
SEPT. 29.-Favorable
reports for free for cuts and description if you cannot come and see the line, and Remember We Prea bud.
high school.
Fifty-eight names register- pay the freight to your depot, and sell you these Sets for Cash, or a quarter of the
7, Behead costly, and leave a part of the
Furnish your Homes and en·
head.
ed .... The last night's rain will retard the amount down, and the Balance by the week or month.
8, Behead warmth, and leave to eonpotato harvest .... Frank Barrett is buying joy Home comforts while Paying for them.
sume.
fall apples in this vicinity at one dollar per
C.J.
bbl. ... Mr. C. W. Bisbee and wife of Knox
4.-RIDDLE
..
Co. are visiting friends in Oxford Co. Mr.
Of leather, of iron, or wood, I am made;
B. is a contractor
for ship lumber.
His
I was once so they say made of glass.
team was a horse weighing twelve l1undre<l
Up hill and o'er_bridges I clatter along,
lbs., which he bought in Baltimore ....
Or run about o'er the soft grass.
Buckfield.
Howard Maxim and Fred Glover started
In this Department we have some of the Greatest Bargains Ever Shown in New
I am round, I am long-I'm
high, or I'm
S. Tilton and wife have gone to Geneva,
this
(\Vednesday)
morning for the West. England.
lowFor instance, we are selling'
N. Y., to engage in the hotel business ...
I am flowered, or ribboned, or plain.
"H. M." is engaged at the shovel handle
Alfred Holland has gathered apples and
I'm equally at home in the parlor or barnmanufactory with his uncle. He wishes
All need me from Texas to Maine.
blossoms from the same tree .... 300,000
the TELEPHONE directed to his address at
.90
R0xbury Tapestry, per yard
cans of corn is the product of the Buckfield
Whoever finds me finds also good luck,
New Cast!~, Ind. Future correspondence
factory .... Corn good and farmers happy.
And yet I am oft thrown away;
$1.25
Lowell Body Brusf:iels,
by
l\1Rs. H. 8. M.
And once, it is said, a whole family lived
... . G.D. Bisbee has sold to Andrews &
Within me for many a day.
1.25
Bigelow
''
Thayer of Paris, his 4-year-old mare, KitLIVERMORE
FALLS.
ty Wait, for $250 .... Andrews & Thayer are
1.25
Handsome VelvetFJ
Rev. Dr. Weston, President of WestANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
in town looking for trotters .... Our peo- brook Seminary, occupied the Universalist
&up.
All-wool Ingrains
ple
attended
the
6th
anniversary
of
the
reANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEK.
pulpit last Sabbath .... The Reserves of
1.00
,,
All-wool
3-ply
form
club
at
Chase's
Mills,
Oct.
30.-G.
T.
r.-We'll
fight it out on this line if it
Livermore Falls played a game of base
takes all summer.-U.
S. Grant.
ball with a club from Belgrade, last SaturDIXFIELD.
2.-Jugger
11aut. Jug-err-naught.)
day. The game resulted in a victory for
3.-1,
Want, ant. 2, Afar, . far •. 3,
The potato harvest closed none too soon
Oil Cloths. Rugs and Mats at unheard-of Prices, and Freight Prepaid to your deStone, tone. 4, Hale, ale. 5, Ivied, vied. to clear the freeze of Saturday night. The the Reserves by a score of 48 to 16 .... Rev.
6, Near, ear. 7, Gin, in. 8, Tone,_ ?ne.
H. C. Munson pn,ached at Hartford last pot. ·write fo.r Samples of these goods. Don't Pay Long Prices when we can and
ground
froze
an
inch
down,
and
ice
form9, Open, pen. ro, Never, ever. Initials,
Sabbath .... Mr. E. C. Basford will soon will save your money every day in the week, and the Largest Stock and Largest and
ed three-fourths of an inch thick. Farm-\Vashington,
open a grocery store in this place. He Lightest Floor to show carpets on in the country.
, • c". K. M., Canton, sends a correct list ers will have to hurry up on their apple
has been employed as freight agent for
of answers this week.
picking .... Fred Weld's wife takes the
some time past .... Mr. W.W. Thomas is
lead in big babies, in the birth of a girl
visiting in Bowdoinham.
Mr. J. A. Jones
baby weighing 14 lbs. 8 ounces. Who
RAM:SLING
NOTE3.
of Auburn will take his place in the barber
can beat that? .... David Harvey says he
shop .... A public temperance meeting will
In this Department we wish ,Every intending Purchaser could just drop in and see
harvested r ro bushels of potatoes from 1-4
RANGELEY, Me., Sept. 27, '86.
be held at G. A. R. hall next Saturday eve. our line and get our Prices on Hair Cloth Suits, Silk Plush Suits, Mohair Plush Suits
Editor Canton Telephone :-It
will be of an acre. That sounds like old time .... The Umbagog Pulp Co. are extending
and all Kinds of Parlor Suits, Easy Chairs and Rockers known to the trade. Any
L.
six weeks to-morrow since, after riding yielding.-L.
their wharf for storing wood.-E.
H. A.
one who has seen our store knows that we cannot adequately represent the stock on
nearly twenty miles in a heavily loaded
SCIENCE HILL.
paper, all we can say is this:
We have Hair Cloth Sets at from $3.5 and up to $9o;
No- Jay.
stage, my eyes rested upon the little vilSEPT. 25,-Finds
the most of the indusSilk Plush Parlor Sets all prices from $100 upwards, and Mohair Plush Sets from
lage which lies upon the shore of the
The
village
of
North
Jay
has
a
bonanza
trious farmers of our community ~ettling
$47.50 up to $250; and unquestionably the Largest assortment to select from in the
Rangeley lake. As the stage stopped at
in its "Granite hill"-an
immense deposit
down to the general routine of farm duState, and only exceeded in Boston by our Boston Store. Don't spend your time and
the Rangeley Lake House I was surprised
of fine granite, located very near the Maine
ties, regardless of the usual enthusiasm
money travelling when you can be suited right here at a less price. We have no hesCentral Railroad.
Sixteen to eighteen
at meeting a.n old acquaintance, a Canton
generally following State elections, especitation in saying that we can and do, do Business IO to 15 per cent. cheaper in Portcarloads of paving stones and curbing are
boy, who was cierking in the hotel. I soon
ially when one of their number is sought
land than can be done in Boston and New York; and we further say that we have unshipped each day to various large cities,
made my way to the residence occupied by
as an object of honor .... Our town meetquestionably the Best Building for our Business to be found in either of those cities.
east and west, and the business is very
Rev. R. A. Proctor, only to find that,with
ing passed off quietly, all voting for those
Write for cuts anq descriptions.
A quarter down and the Balance by the week or
prosperous generally.
One hundred men
his family, he was spending a few days at
men whom they believe to be best fitted,
month.
Ocean Park, Old Orchard.
In a few mo- morally and intellectually to fill those offi- are employed.
ments, however, I was seated at the table
No. TURNER.
ces of trust so necessary to the adminisof G. A. Proctor, and striving to the best
The North Turner Chair Factory,which
tration of good order and sound laws .....
of my abilities to satisfy the cravings of The late rains have increased the flow of made a remarkably fine exhibit at the rean appetite, such as one can have after water in our pasture hrooks and rills. also cent State Fair in Lewiston,
is receiving
riding twenty miles upon a loaded stage, giving to our cattle plenty of fall feed .....
heavy orders.
The factory turns out over
and over not the smoothest of roads.
a hundred different styles of chairs and
Mt. View Lodge I. 0. of G. T. continues
Never before have we exerted ourselves to please the public in the matter of HeatOne who has never before visited Range- their regular meetings Friday evening of employs fifty hands.
ing Stoves as this year, and we believe we shall make the Finest Exhibit of these
lev is most surprised on seeing so neat and each week. The subject for discussion in
goods this Fall ever shown east of Boston.
Our line will be full and complete in a
pi:etty a village after riding so far through our last meeting was "Rssolvad, that a
A PROMISE
FULFILLED.
few day,, and will include the Latest Patterns of the "Low" Art Tile Works.
This
a section of country where there is little moderate drinker has a ,vorse influence on
Stoves never before shown in the country, and will be
beside the mountains
and streams to at- society than a drunkard."
A little more than a year ago we pub- is a special line of Franklin
It was decided
tract the eye. Every th ing i nd icates th rift. in the affirmative, Herman A. Child lead- lished in these columns a notice of the dis- ,old at from $40 to $265 each. We shall make a Special Exhibit of these goods about
covery of Sheridan's Condition Powder to Sept. 20, and then we will call further attention to them.
Our Popular line of ParNew buildings are being completed a nd ing in the contest.
The snbject for dis- make hens lay. In making that announcelor Stoves will range in price from $4.50, 6, 8, ro, 12.50, 15, 18, 21, 25, 27, 30, and $35.
rents cannot be obtained by all who wish cussion in the next meeting, "Resolved,
ment we relied wholly upon the character
We
sold
over
r,
200
of
these
Parlor
Stoves
last
fall
and
winte!·
and we have yet to hear
To
to engage.
that intoxicating liquors should be ban- and reputation of the manufacturers.
Our price this year will be the same as last, notwithstanding
the 15 per
On the next Sabbath morning, as I en- ished from our land."
W. E. Towle is our own mind, at that time, the idea of a complaint.
making hens lay the year round by artifitered the vestrv of the church, I found it the leading contestant .... The Selectmen cial or any other means, seemed absurd, cent. advance in the price. ,ve are enab:ed to do this because ~e c@utracted for these
well filled and the people awaiting the of our town met as per notice, Sept. 1, but we have since learned that it can be goods last May, before the advance.
opening of the prayer meeting which pre- and laid out a new road a distance of done. The notice alluded to above attracted universal attention, and thousands
In our Range Department we are still selling at the old price, the New Tariff, Q!.tacedes the preaching
service, and such a about one and one-eighth miles, running
of people, while not believing that SheriEvery Range i,; war-.
meeting it is the privilege of but few com- in a north easterly direction from W. dan's Powder could accomplish all that ker, First National, Groveland, New Byron and Our Choice.
Write tor cuts of Stoves and Ranges.
We will sell them for cash or
munities to enjoy. There were numerous
E. Towle's house, through
the valley to was claimed for it, thought it was at least ranted a Baker.
down, Balance by the week or month,
prayers, and it was brought to a close on- A. C. Child's house, thereby saving near- worth a trial. The trial was made during 011our Special Contract System-One-fourth
December, January and February.
No
ly when the bell told that the time _had ex- Jy two miles of hilly, bad road: A town other months could have been selected and the Freight Prepaid to your depot. Don't delay ordering.
pir~d, when every moment was berng oc- meeting was called Sept. 23d, to see if the which would have given this Powder so
c~pied, at:d when ~ore. th an one would road would be accepted, and it was with- severe a test, f0r everybody who keeps
nse at a t'.me to witnes_s for Jesus. We out any apparent
opposition, about fifty hens knows that they will not lay during
these months except in rare cases. But
then repaired to the audience room where I persons being present.
Bv vote of town the result of this trial was most satisfactory
I preached to an attentive audience from the road is to be built this ,fall. It is a very and conclusive.
Hundreds of those who in Every Style. 40 Styles of Sideboards; Shades and Drapery in Endless Variety;
Matt.6: 2 1.
.
easyoneto
build ..... Mrs. Julia Severy made the trial received from 18 to 24 eggs and more than a One Hundred Thousand Dollar Stock of House-furnishings
to select
A, one contrasts. the present with the I from Mass.' has been visiting relatives per hen per month, while many got one from. Ali° enquiries thrnugh the mail will receive prompt and careful attention, and
egg a day from each hen. The price of
past they cannot fat! to see how abundantand friends in the vicmity of E. Dixfield eggs during December, January and Feb- cuts and photographs of Furniture, Stoves and Ranges, and Samples of Carpets, will
ly the Lord has blessed the lab..,rs of the and Science Hill .... Aunt Poll Kenne
ruary last, averaged 30 to 35 cents per doz- be cheerfully sent on appiication.
pastor, his family, (his wife and daughter)
has been quite feeble f,
h
y
h y en. Thus it will be seen that a very few
Open every Evening.
Electric Lights on 3 floors.
and those who h~ve ~nited with t!1em in weeks. We learn she~; ~e:t~~:to,:. '.-~~ hens each laying an egg a day would support a small family. I. S. Johnson & Co.,
the good work of savi'.1g souls. Six years Mr. J. J. Towle is doing an extensive bus- of 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass.,
ago th~ 25th of _Apnl la~t, B'.·o. Proctor iness drying apples.
His apples are all have just published a book entitled "Poul.lf.cldress .lf.ll Comnulnications
to
try Raising Guide," price 2.5 cents. They
held his first social meetmg 111 the hall evaporated and are very nice.-G.
C. C.
will, however, mail it post paid to any perover the store of Burke & Rogers.
Then
son sending 60 cents for two 2.5 ct. packs
East Sumner.
the church had eleven members, but there
of Sheridan's Powder or $1.20 for a 2 1-2
were only five Christians who would stand
Rev. Gilman Rice preached in his old lb. tin can. This book contains full 11nd
by each other and work for the success of pulpit in the Cong'! church, last Sabbath.
complete instructions how to make money
Send for it. You canthe cause. Now they have a pleasant The people were glad to hear his voice in the business.
not make a mistake.
church with a good vestry, and a member- I again and enjoy his genial company ....
I
ship of seventy-nine, many of whom are Frank L. Barrett has loaded three cars reThat white soap, "Ben's Self-\Vasher,"
I
earnest working Christians.
May success cently, with apples and potatoes, at Sum- at H. J-I. Burbank·s, meets the approval of
in the future, as in the past, attend their ner station.
He paid $r.oo per bbl. for the ladies, Try it!
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in moral and religious ethics from time
immemorial, it must be incorporated into
th e body politic and made an aggressive
political issue if need be. Social purity
must be taught in the public schools as a
,question equal to that of temperance. The
scores o'. thomands of inn~cent beings,
now b~ing !eel through the labyrinth of

Another Yaluable feature has recently
been added to these headings.
They now
show, from the United States census of
1880, the number of manufacturing establishment, of all kinds at that time; the
amount of capital invested in them, the
number of hands emplored, and the yalue
of annual products.
The State headings

the social ev'.l to t~e sacrifice, cry out to
us a~ they will against us if we fail to meet
the issue-to deliver them.
One copy, one year, - $1.50.
"The saloon must go," is the phrase
If paicl one year in advance, $1.25. that expresses completely the temperance
queS t ion. "Libertinism must cease," is a
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
term that as fully comprehends the social
eYil. Let us make it practical, and then
~No
paper discontinued
until all ar- rationally consider the questions involved.
t d ·
d"
rearages are paid, except at the option of L t
e paren s ri,·e pru ism out of the home
the publisher.
inculcate true modesty and virtue
Papers promptly discontinued at expira- and
through knowledge.
tior. of _the time paid for when so ordered;
Qyite
a stir in social, mercantile and laotherwise they will be continued.
or circles is being occasioned by the emb
ployment
of the large dry goods firm of
ADVERTISING
RATES.
R. II. \Vhite & Co., importing a large

show, in addition to the summary of the
foregoing, the amount paid in wages, and
the value of the raw material used.
It. $"ives the population of every State,
Territory, County, and County-seat; of all
the large cities and towns, and of almost
every place in which a newspaper is published, taken either from the United States
census of 1880; or from the State census

-:(-):--

PUBLISIIED TIIFRSDAYS AT
CANTON, OXFORD
SUBSCRIPTION

COUNTY, ME,
----_
RATES,

Space,

arranged in alphabetical order; how many
Counties there are in each State; in how
'.nany of these newspapers are published i
111 how many towns of each State
papers
exist, and how many of these towns are
County-seats, and how many newspapers

inches,
3
"
4
1-4 col.

2

t-2"

~~:~~

I

rate of 5 cenls j)cr line:

Brh.~f, hi!'-tot'ical sketches
1

taken a step it will not soon recoYer from.
the theory that the
sun is a sphere of incandescent heat, thus
radiating heat and light for the benefit of
our mundane sphere.
II is argument and

~~J~i~:~,~~.\~l~\1~~c~::~~e~u~~;:~~~1t
cit~1~rt/a~~a~~,c~~t
Dr. Rogers doubts
ch:1.rg-cd for, but solicited when the subject has been
well known in this vicinity.

NEWSPA.PERDECISIONS,
th~- ;,,;_:~~;i;h~t~i?r~~~:J ':rf~)I;,';
whether
he has subscribed or not-is responsiblefor
0
e payment,
th
·
It a person orders his paper discontinued he
must
pay all arrearcages, or the publisher maycon2
tinuc
to send ii until payment is made, and collect
;;'~~~e;:n~~tt, whether the paper is taken from

'if'~::~\1,[;:~;:;
theory of negatiYe

~~~

reasoning is in the Jimit of ordinary common sense, but his postulating theory of affirmative reasoning as
to potencv as the centre of an orbital sy ·
• '
'
• " stern, rather begs the question involved; or,
in popular parlance, is a "chestnut."
He
says the relation of bodies, or the power

3. The Courts have decicledthat refus,ng to take
newspapers and periodicals from the postoffice!or in gravitation, is an electrical force, and
IS pr,ma
that light and heat in our solar system is
evoh-ed by this same agency. •
-------Dame Fashion says: "A passing fancy
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Communications, Etc.
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for lace pins is a tiny violin enamelled in
perfect imitation of their prototypes.
The closer their resemblance to men's
goods the more fashionable are the chevi-

Ma.chin~,

Waterbury

And lllany

Wa.tch,

Other Useful

Dictionary!

Articles.

1
Telenhone
anaa Sewin[
Machine,
Telenlrnne
andWaterbur
r Watch.

1'

1'

Only $1S.OO.

;~~i~~~:~
m~r, oic~e~, Dri,~~~st(~~!~.ch,
1
1
11

"
Bus,,rnss
NOTICESin reading-column and read point in the competetive warfare of the
::~~1\'::~cr}r
t,~bsi~;;~c~~;
r::::t':~~:tionand 4 cts trade, but it will certainly proYe a boomerang. A less foolish thing sent the great
ocBrief announcements of Births, Deaths and l\Iar- firm of A. T. Stewart to the wall-it
riagcs are ini;crtccl free,
hut Obituary
Lines or curred, however, after the decease of Mr.
Resolutions of respect to the memory of departed
Stewart.
l:ndonbtedly
this
house
has
mcmhcr~ of anv society will he charged for at the

"

Sewing

ery State, Territory, and County, and the
number of votes polled by the Greenback
and Prohibition parties at the Presidential
election of 1334 .
and .interesting
,Amon,,,,"its exhaustive
.
.
taoles are those showing the c1t1es, .towns
and villages of the United States ha Ying a
population of five thousand and upward,

1

OFFERED
WITHTHETELEPHONE.

$,t Improved Sin.t:e>' SewiNg il,Jachine.
5
The former price of this machine was
$75
t before
· · the
$ patents ran out. The pres4
of 1885, in every instance where such cen- en Jer)t~-~~sh ~,:ith each Machine a beau tisus was taken; or from recent careful esti- ful set of Attachments,
consisting
of I
I SET HEMmates.
RUFFLER, 1 TUCKER,and
It also gives the political majority· of ev- MERS.
.
t\\"e f albo
T Ifurnish
d A the following
.
I

number of salesmen from the Provinces,
evidentlv· because thcr- can be obtained
cheaper than local talent. It no C:oubt
was a brilliant scheme concocted bv the
chief of that department to gain a str;tegic

1-2inch,

Special Premium List

there are_ altogeth_er in the c_ountry ~t
large, or m any of its great sect10ns, or m
any State, Territory,or Canadian Province,
or how many there are of each issue, and
a comparatiYe statement of the increase in

Only $4.00.

J

$5.00 }Vaterbttry JVatch, Chain th
and
Charm. A nice looking time keeper
at
unprincipled
speculators
off
upon the unwary
for $!0 often
to $15;"trade"
but can
be had of r,,sponsible dealers for $5.00. It
is well worth the low price named, and a
great bargain
at our offer-Waterbury
\Vatch,
Chainto and
with one
subscription
the Charm
TELEPHO:s'E
for year's
only

$+.oo· With any other periodical for on1
1
Guage,
Gauge- ly $3.00 in addition to subscription price.
I Oil Can and Oil,
Screw, 1 extra Throat-Plate, 1 extra Cl1l'ck- ~:~;,e~y mail post paid to any address, as

Spring, 1 package Needles, 6 Bobbins and
I In,truction
the necessary,
Machine
fully
equipped Book-making
with every article
and Complete in every respect and ready
for work.
$5.00 FamiZ, Scale, weighs accurately
lt
Ev~ry Mac"1ineWarranted F ,r Fiva Yea.rs. from a half ounce up to 240 pounds.
has a hea,·y-Tin Scoop and also a Platform
These Machines are of superior work- 10x13 1-2 inches, which is large enough
manship, finely adjusted, and first-class in for a barrel or large bag. Every family
ev~J/e:~e~;,S
are made by Steel Guage needs one. Any person paying $r.25 for
and must come out Perfectly Exact, and a vear's subscription to the TELEPHONE,
those having the most wear are made of ari'.d $3.50 additional, will receive this $5.00
Family Scale, delivered on board cars or
the Fines~ ~tee!, and fitted with the ut- to any express company in Chicago.

Telephone
anda Family
Scale,
Only $4.75.

m~~~:r~~1~~:°RIALS
AND METALS
used are of the finest quality, and selected
with great care
The_LOOSE
B,:\LAXCE
\VHEEL
is a
1 10
1
~:i!ict;~rfi ~t~/t~~ ~ ~bv:i~::!~ ~~~voci:cl

$12.00 \VEBSTER'S U::--A13RlDGEDDrcT!ONARY, late edition in sheep binding.
With TELEPHONE one year only $10.00.
\Vith any other periodical for only $9.00in addition to subscription
price- Not
post paid.
1886 o,·er 1885.
withOl\t running the machine or remoYing
$3-00 Little Detective Scale, weighs arAbsolute perfection in a work of this the work therefrom.
ticles from a quarter ounce to 25 pounds.
character is an impossibility, but we have
ANOTHER
MARKED
IMPROVEBest steel bearings.
Needed in every ofth
fice as well as in every hotne. With the
the consciousness that all that painstaking
l\IENT i
e Self-Threading Eyelet,Check
TELEPHO~E one year, $3.00, delivered to
Lever, and Needle Clamp.
effort could do to pre\"ent error has been
There are over 40,CX)()of these machines
freight or exp-ress office in Chicago. With
done in the present ddition.
Price $3.00, in use, and they are giving the VERY any other paper for $2.00 in addition to
carriage paid.
BEST OF SAT1SFACTIO:\.
subscription price.
The Sewing l'vlachines are delivered on
$1.50 DR. DANIELSO:-S'S COUNSELOR,
PH[LADE!.PHIA, P.\.
board cars, or to Express Company
in
Chicago, with no extra charges for boxing, with Recipes; Marriage, Medical Practice,
etc. Cloth binding.
\Vith TELEPHOKE
L,Yritten tor the CANTON
TELEPllONE.
I
cartage, etc.
one vear $2.00. With any othe1 periodiA PLEASANT SURF:P.:S].
including One Year's Subscription
cal for only $1.00 in addition to subscripto any Dollar Periodical.
tion price.
Sent post paidincluding One Year's Subscription
20 1886
$1 25 LAW WITHOliT LAWYERS. A
Lv;-.K, MASS., Sept.
•
•
:'.I
to any Two Dollar Periodical.
compendium of business and domestic law,
Mrs. Ellis Ripley gave her husbanfd a
including One Year's Subscription
for popular use. Cloth binding.
With
pleasant surprise soon after his return rom I
TELEPHONE one year $2.00.
With any
his Western trip, on the occasion of his
to any Three Iolhr Feriodica.l.
other periodical for only 75 ets. in addififtieth birthday,
Aug. Joth.
\Vhen he
including One Year's Subscription
tion to price. Sent post paid.
came in from his business in the afternoon
to any Four Dollar Periodical.
$1.00
Grant Picttwe,
Bufford's
India
he found many friends and 1·elatives conAny one paying $1.25 for a full year's Tint, on plate paper, size 21x28 inch.es.
gregated to celebrate the clay, notwith- subscription to the TELEPHOKE can secure With TELEPHONE one year only $1.75.
With any other periodical for only 50 cts.
standing the rainy weather.
They were this machine for only $16.75 additional.
in addition to subscription price. Sent by
ready with suitable presents and hearty
.50 RoPP'S CALCliLATOR and Account
congratulations.
A bountiful supper was Book, gives an instantaneous
answer to mail.

$18
$1(\

ots and tweeds.
Heavy diagonals in plain•colors, and various wea,·es of camel's hair are quite in
o er.
rd
For plain skirts to be worn with draperies of handsome wool plush, is very
fashionable.
Never has there been such a liking for
large hats. They will be worn till late in
hi d
d
•h
winter, mostly of different shapes of felt. preparer], a nd th e ta e ecorate
wit
beautiful flowers and ornaments.
The
Ne,·er wear a dressy bonnet in the street, cakes were artistically
decorated, and on
if on foot.
the top of each was raised in the frosting
It is well to lrn:e the skirt set out moderatcly, but to use a perfect edifice of steel th e inscriptio~, " 5oTH BIRTHDAY.,, :f;er
supper the fo lowrng poem, prepare
or
and horse hair is quite absu rd .
the occasion, was read by H. F. Ripley of
Three cheers for the Bay State Repub- Allston.
The "·ord ujit·ards was used in
licans; for to-day in their convention they a spirit of retaliation,
no doubt, as l\Ir.
adopted and endorsed constitutional
pro- Ripley had often jokingly used it to his
hibition, and saYed one ,·ote at least.
wife.
"Ames & Brackett,"
is the couplet that
will marshal a majority of Massachusetts
'Tis your birthday to-day. Fifty shadowy
voters.
Everybody
should
read Mr.
years,
Lodge's masterly speech, as chairman of Checkered with gladness and sunshine and
the conYention.
Everything
indicates
tears;

$20
$21

BosTON, Sept. 29, 1886.
The \V. C. T. U. of our city has a committee whose duty is to create public sentiment and influence legislation
in the innearly every problem that comes up in
business life. By its use you saYe time
$1 oo Webster's Practical Dictionary,
terest of social purity, and they labor and
and avoid mistakes.
It is an So-page Con- contains 6oo,CX)()words and 1,400 illustraare successful as onl_y women can and are,
<lensed Pocket Encyclopedia, Ready Reck- tions. With TELEPHO::--'E $2.00.
With
against great odds. The stream of deathoner and Lightning
Calculator.
\Vith any other periodical for 75 cts. in addition
one year's subscription to the TELEPHONE to subscription.
Post paid.
enveloping blackness which flows through
0th
th
only $1.5o. \Vi an_Y er periodical for
.50 LADIES' MANUAL OF FAXCY \VoRK.
society, forms a social problem most diffionly 30 cts. in addition to subscription
A new book, giving plain directions for
cult to solve. All are aware that the evil
t
price. Sent poS paid.
Artistic Embroidery,
Lace Work, Knitexists and is enormous, but very few haYe
.,o FsAGES OF THE BEST SOCIETY. A ting, Tatting, Crochet Work, Net Work,
a true conception of its real magnitude or
ma.nual of social etiquette,
b_r Frances and all kinds of Fancy Needle Work. Over
its multitudinous
sources or origins. Wise
Stevens; cloth bind mg. With TELEPHONE 500 illustrations.
Large octavo, paper
one year $1.55. \Vith any other periodi- covers. \Vith TELEPHONE one year only
ones, to obtain a comprehensive
view of
cal for only 3.'i cts. additional to subscrip- $1.55. With any other periodical for 35
this lake of evil, visit the iniquitous section price. Post paid.
cts. additional.
Post paid.
tions of our great cities, and we hear them
~\Ve
have arranged to furnish the most popular Newspaper Premiums as low
elaborate upon their observations
and exas any publisher.
You are not obliged to take a paper you do not want in order to
periences, and what they say is startling
get a premium you do want, as we can furnish these ptemiums with any paper you
and appalling.
They have seen the fury
now take or wish to take.
Write for any further information wanted.
of the storm and have witnessed the deLong on the senatorial qc.estion.
Looking back through the links of memostruction it has worked.
They know from
\Vas the Doctor in season for the caucus?
ry's chain.
personal pbservation the cyclone of evil
SHOMER.. There is more of joy than of grief and pain.
revelry, of human soul sacrifice, in pleasFifty _years and upwards.
To-day we are
ure indulgences of human appetite and
And there is no reason why yot~ should not buy
N. W. Aye~ & Son's
blest
passion. But the gentle, seductious b~eezes
In
being
together._
in
the
dear
home
nest.
AMERICAN_NEWSI'.!IFER
ANNUAL
that stir may be in the environs of their
FOR 1886
Father and mother, and children dear,
own homes.
The rills that maintain this
Contains a carefully prepared list of all Happily celebrate one more year.
turbid sea of moral death they do not note
or take kno\\"ledge of. In fact, the true in- newspapers and periodicals in the United Fifty and upwards!
Your heart firm and
wardness of this chief of evils is remote States and Canada, arranged by States in
strong.
from the understanding of most of thos.e geographical sections, and by towns in al- Looking back, dear husband, do the years
of our people who alone can or are to avert phabetical order, giving the name of the
The Royal B Atlantic, Modern Atlantic, and :M\kado
seem long,
and stay the evil, unless it oyerwhelms us. papers, the issue, general characteristics,
Crowded with longings and unanswered
ranges,
the Popular Cook 1:,tove,and the Dining Room Comyear
of
establishment,
size,
circulation,and
There are men who are honored, both in
prayer?
panion. For parlor wood Rtoves we have the Sunshine and
social and business circles; honored by be- ;dvertising rates for ten lines one month.
Or
robed
in
sunshine,
unspotted
and
fair?
A list of all new papers inserting adYerElmwood and Radiant; also the '-Sparkle'' Coal Stove.
ing elevated to places of honor and trust
Fifty and upwards!
Just in your prime;
by the will of a majority of their fellow cit- tisements, arranged in States by Counties,
izens; phenomenally
successful in mer- with the distinctive features and circula- Dealt with so kindly by "Old Father
cantile pursuit ; their names standing tion of each paper.
Ti1ne;"
Also complete lists of all the religious
Still you are young and cheerful and hale,
high at the head of a majority of our great
The Yankee Plow-the best in Oxford County, Shovels,
periodicals,
of medical, With heart full of courage for every gale.
business firms; and who have done much or agricultural
Spades,
Hoes, Manure Forks, etc.
in creating and extending the fame of our commercial, scientific, educational, or any
Fifty and upwards!
You will soon grow
city; yet their real worth, by reason of other of the class publications. as well as
Also
Glass Ware, Fruit Jars, Flower Pots, Hanging
all
publications
printed
in
foreign
Ianold;
their sacrificed virtues, is a stain and a
Getting nearer the "Castle"
whose gates Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, Lead Pipe, Paints and Oils, Carpenter's
blotch upon the social and moral fabric of guages.
are of gold.
It contains besides a vast amount of genour common citizenship.
Debaucher,
seSupplies, Table and Pocket Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
May your heart still be crowned .vith the
ducer, incarnate evil-monger, is the dire- eral and statistical information of practical
work done to order. Prices to suit the times.
treasure of hope,
ful record which is shown by their man- value to almost every business man, and
As you journey adown life's "Western
ners, customs and general deportment ev- is, in its line, as deserving a place on desk
Slope."
erywhere.
Their v:ctims walk our streets or in library as Webster's dictionary or a
in scores and although they are reeking in first-clase encyclopredia.
To-day is your birthday; and oh, I pray
One
of
its
chief
features
is
a
carefully
social filth yet their innocency is as the
For many returns of this happy day;
driven snow compared with the blackness prepared description of every County in V.'ith some added blessing as each year
TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
D-i-vofield 71f,-,ir1,e
the
United
States,
setting
forth
its
locaof the ingrate brutes who sent them headI have Peerless and t:itanley organ whiel1
u.,v
' ~Y.J..lA/
•
.goes by,
tion, area, adjoining navigable streams,
Manufactmei of
long, almost escapeless, into the abyss.
And yo'ur '·sunset oflife" an unclouded sky. r S{'ll at reasonable prices; warranted for
the character of its surface, the nature of
tive
years.
'!'nose
n
want
of
an
oro-an
or
DOORS,
SASH,
WINDOW
&
DOOR
FRAMES
L.
Prohibition is the cure we seek for drunkits soil, its leading crops and manufactures,
piano will do well to call on or address
CLAZED
WINDOWS.
enness; it is also the one we have for murthe above. These orga?s ar~ well _m,ade All kinds moulded and plain finish.balits County-seat and population.
A simi~er and theft, so far as in human affairs it
in every respec~, qmck 111 action, bnll,ant usters, Newells, Brackets,&c. Also cham"l
haYe
taken,
·within
the
past
year,
sevlar, but more elaborate descriptive
headcan be carried out under existing circumeral bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and find i11tone, and vowed so they are easy to ber and dinino--room furniture Chamber
ing, is appended to each State, Territory,
They are second to none.
Sets and Ext~nsion '!'ables a specialty,
it admirably adapted to the needs ~f an sing with.
stances; and is it presumption
to assert
Jobbing clone promptly.
and Canadian Province.
impoverished
system.
I am convt~ced
that libertinism must be prohibited by law
that this preparation, as a blood purifier,
These headings are subject to constant
that provides for special enforcement? Sois
unequalled.
"-C.
C.
Dame,
Pastor
Con./IPfCEHJglk/k~
and careful revision.
The growth and de8
cial purity must be maintained.
Social velopment of the various sections is noted gregational church, Andover, Me.
At the "Old DeCoster Carriage Shop," is prepa,reform is the main avenue of progress
and embodied in them from year to year,
}/', L. ME.ANDS,
Prop'r.
edtod,oallkindsof,.
• •
More of that BONELESS SPICED CORNED
through which we must pass, or fall into thus forming a valuable compendium
of BEEF at H.H. Burbank's only Sets. per lb.
that gulf of civic decay that has swallowed the physical features and the agricultural
so~:G\;~11
1~~:~'\t~~~~t~~;r~;~/~~:io~":.
try.
3-22
6tf 1000 feet 1-2 inch Bass Boards wanted
many once great nations and proud peo- and manufacturing resources of the counBargains in Flour at H. H. Burbank's,
ple. Social purity is a great unsolved
question of the near future.
It has been try.
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Prob,blc Causo ot Ru·tllquakP.9.
FOR TUE F.\RM A.ND HOME.
are constitutional disabilities these lllay
We must remember that w;:, are dwel!Le partially overcome, or at least be less.
A Hvuae f"or .t·orty Fowls.
ing upon the surface of a little exA Fevv Observations
on the
A comfortable house may be built, say ened, by proper training, and his useful.
tinguished sun, wh:ch a'.:"CS upon nges
Habits
of the Bivalve.
twenty feet long and ten feet wide, and ness still further assured by proper apPUBLISHED THURSDAYS, AT
ago became covcrcu with :i rocky crust
ein-ht feet front and five feet bnck, pliances. One of the most common faults
through the gmdual los, of ternpr.rature,
CANTON, OXFORDCO., ME. Interesting Features of Oyster Planting but which ret1tins in its inter.or a rcm- b~'lrded upright and battened, with a in work horses is stumbling when going
shed roof, shingled, the flooring to be at an ordinary pace, either the walk ora
and Cultivation Explaine:l.
uant of the prestine beat that is slowly
In relation to this a vctcrin.
made by filling it with mellow loam to slow trot.
leaking out.
Every sehooll.Joy underB. N. CARVER, Editor and Proprietor.
this we ary writer states that there are two causes
Of all the vast army of oyster eaters stands tbat when a beat cu boL1y cools it the top of the under-pinning;
but very few give any thought to the hri nks in size. The earth docs the consider better than a cement floor. This ten cling to such action. One of these is
cultivation of this shell-hsh or ever same, and as the interior mass thus building had b~ttcr be divided into two a general weakness in the muscular sysThe modesty of the red man is not pro.
stop to consider what an important in- E.Jowlycontracts the hardened crust set- compartments, with partition and door; tem, such as would be noticed io the
verbinl, and does not promise to be. Red
dustry it is. It requires the investment
tics upon it. Hut thl, crmt cannot sc: tic the south front should havetwo windows tired horse; the other, a weakness of the
Cloud, a Sioux chief, believes that it h
of six lights, eight by ten glass; the exterior muscles of the leg, brought
better to get a living out of the white of millions of dollars of r.apital and the without thus breakin'.:". Far bnck in geoeast one winclow. Ventilators shou:d about by carrying too much weight oo
than to quarrel with them. "What we employment of thousands of men, and is logical time, "·hen the cooling procc~s wna
a business that is constantly and rnpi<liy much more rapid thnn it is now, the be fixed at the highest point on each the toe.
want," says he, "is white men to plant
To cure this, measurably at least, it is
increasing. From a purely local trade it sctthng of tr.c crust l.Jroke antl contorted end. The rom,t should not be over two
our corn, hoc it, harvest it and put it
and th<! feet hio-h and about eight inches above aclviscd to lighten the weight of each
into the· barns which they build for us. has grown to enormous dimensions, and it "·ith trenvJndous power,
to-day the markets of the Atlantic coast edges and bides of the cracked strata of a platf~r~ twenty inches wide; under- front shoe about four ounces; hai·c the
Warriors don't work."
ship extensively to Europe, California rock: were thrust up into mountain neath this platform the nest boxes can toe of the shoe made of steel instead of
and all the cities of this country. The churns. Now, when the coo'.iug is very be placed. A dust bin must also be iron; it will wear longer; h:ivc it ronndc<l
th
An orgnuization wi a noble purpose 1Jrincipal oyster marts of the couutry are slow and the cons21111ent contrac!ion provided.
And now you have a com- off about the same as it wou!u be whee
has been founded in Europe.
A society at Boston, Providence, New Haven, New comparatively ~light-, mountains arc no fortable place for forty fowls, at a cost one-third worn out, iu order to prcveat
has been formed
whose
aim is not only York, Philadelphia, Baltimo.xe, Crisfield, long-er crcatr.d l.Jy the stress upon the of not o;er $25. Yards can be built on tripping.
But as a preliminary mcau1
st
5
to protect
ranger , but girls of all r.nd Norfolk.
settling crust, but s·ow, almo~t im- the south side corresponding with the allow o:1c week's rest. Have the lc&-s
nationalities who are beset by auy diffiLarge quantities of oysters are brought
perceptil.Jle, changes of level in different width of the coops, and as long- as room showered for a few minutes nt a time
culties, material, moral or spiritual. every spring from Chesapeake B.1y to the parts of the earth's ~urfacc remit can be spared to make them. Your with cold water through a !to,,c, in order
The general head~unrters are at Neuf- North aHd planted here. The reason for from it.
So slowly, in fact, do~s the fowls must have access to a grass run to create a. spray; then rpb dry briskly
chatel, but the society has branch offices this transplanting is that oysters in interior of the eitrth contract at present, each day (an hour or two toward evening from the chest clown to the foot. Give
all over France, i_n,Algiers, Germa~y and Chesapeake Riy r,re very cheao, and that the settlin.~ of the c-ru3t is accom- will answer), or else grass or weeds walking exercise during this week for
England.
All gms who are without even after adding the cost of transportp!ishcd for the most p.irt without tbc must be cut and thrown to them in their about an hour twice a day.-C/i;r,ag,
~helter of ~'lme_rua! thus fin~ a prot:ct- ing and transplanting
the Northern
knowlc<lge of its inhabitants.
Yet it ynrds.
Tribune.
Carbolic acid largely diluted
mg hand Ill this wrdespreadrng charrty, I dealers can sell them at a profit for a docs contract, and the cnreful observa- with water will drive away the lice in
1i--urm nnd Garden
Notes.
which has been founded and is carried lower price than the native oyster. They tions of earth tremors whic:h have been your hen house; it mny be applied with
Heavy winds that shake o!la greatdenl
by women.
arc very hardy, thrive well here and the conducted of late years sllow that if a a wisp, which we should coasider preof fruit do not always Lliminish yield,
The San Francisco P.ecord congratu- ordinary oySt er eater cannot tell th e complete record of the motions of the f erab!e to a small pump. It would
for what is left grow3 larger, sometime&
lntes the golden state that with 70,00:l,- difference between th em a nd th e natives. earth's crust could be obtained, it would hardly pay to heat tne house in cold
so much superior in size und appcarante
000 bushels of wheat California will have
One pecuiiar feature is th at oySt ers be shown to be slightly trembling in weather; it would be better to make it
as to overbalance all apparent loss.
an income of at least $54,600,000, where transplanted to waters where th erc is a some part of its extent most of the as warm as possible by either ceiling it
A fat steer or other anim:tl imenclcd
last year it had one of only $28,000,000. marked change in temperature
will time.
or lining with tarred paper.
for the butch~r will go o!I rcatliiy at auy
"Our barley crop," says the Record, "of thrive well enongh, but "·ill not propa'!'here are certain regions where the
Mulea vs. lit Ice.
18,000,000 centnls will bring in $16, 000,- gate. Thus, oysters from our Atlantic
earth's crust yields to this internal strain
The question of moles eating vcgcta- time, but it is not pos3ible to put on the
000, as against $0, 000, 00 last year. In coast when put into English waters, or more readily than elsewhere. These re- blcs, like the chess question, will not reqnirnd fat in a few day,, so if thuro 1,
these two items alone we will have $72,- even in the P~cific at California, will not gions arc usually in the nc'ghborhood of down. The difficulty is that th;i true the intention to sell g-oo:l focJin 6 1sa
prcr,quisite.
600 000 where we had in 1885 only $47 - spawn, nor will Chesapeake Bay oysters ancient cracks or faults in the rocky shelt mole, an animal that lives entirely on
ooo:ooo:an increase of over $35,000,000, 1spawn in Long Island SJund, but oysters of the planet. The Atlantic edge of our insects and such small animals as it may A vVisc:msin farme!" s:17sthat if thistles
or nearly double that of 1885, while the from the Sound will propagate in New continent hns never, in historic times a( be al:-1cto ovcrcom •, is contoundcd with arc cut off even with tho grou11d aocl salt
area sown was only a fraction larger. York Harbor and surrounding waters.
[east, been the scene of great and disns, a species of mole-like mice, of which we placed on them as fast a~ they appcnr,
Despite low prices, sDy even lower than
To cleanse the oyster as well ::isto trous "Carthquakes; ::ind yet the _g(;olog have a number.
The true mole is com- they can be destoycd, but that watch1885, the tiller of the soil is in a much freshen and fatten it, the planter takes it ical structure i; such that disturbnnceJ paratively rare in the "\Vest, ar,<l docs no fulness and industry must b~ excrciBed
better coud1tion than he was a year near where a clear, pure stream of fresh of this kind could hardly fail to visit it otherinjury than in <listurbing plants in keeping them salted.
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.A.discU5sion i~ going on in Europe
concerniug the distance at which largo
objects on the earth's surface may bo
visible. Emil l'lidzgcr mentions that he
once saw, with some difficulty, Keizerspiekt, in Sumatra, when distant 110
Engt:sh miles; and he also made out
Gug Merapi, in Java, when 180 miles
away. From the Piz n:Iuraun, near Dissentis, E. Hilt has seen Mont Blanc, the
intervening space measuring about 110
miles. J. Starkie Gardner states that
Mont B:anc is visible from the Piz Lang::trd, though d:stant about three degrees.
In Greenland, Jllr Whymper beheld a
mountain from which he wai &cparated
by 150 miles; and from Marseilles,
Zuch saw Mount Canigon at a distance
of 158 miles. 'l'he whole ran~e of the
Swiss Alps has been looked upon by J.
Hippisley while 200 mi,cs away, while
Sir vV. Jones ha,; affirmed that the Himalayas have :1ppeared to view from the
distance of 22t miles.
The frozca meat trade is assuming
great proportions in England.
A cargo
which recer,tly arrived at the E:1st India
docks in Lot!don consisted of over 30,000 frozen curei.sses of mutton in excellent condition.
'fhis ~ontribution to
the food supply of London came from
the Falk?and Islands, where there are
now more than 600,000 sheep. The Lond on T imes says: "l'he
'
carcasses broug h t
over are described as being those of
sheep of prime Canterbury type, well
fleshed, and with no superfluous waste!ul fat, and they average from sixty to
seventy pounds each. Sales have been
effected of portions of the cargo at over
5d. per pound."
The colonists have
hitherto contented themselves with what
they could realize from the wool, skins
and tallow to be obtained from their
sheep, bat now, in c,rnscqucnce of this
most recent development in refrigerating
machinery by mem:s of colu, dry air, they
will be able to send their mutton to the
English market, not only to their own
advantagc, but also to th:it of the consumers over there; and there appears to
be every reason to expect thnt the enterprise which has been entered into in so
practical manner will result in a complctc success.

water empties into the salt water and
lets them remain there over one tide.
The oyster fattens quickly and a few
hours in fresh water will serve to make
the poorest oyster plump and solid, and
purge it of impurities which it may have
absorbed. An oyster will grow thin
more quickly than it can be fattened
and it is very sensitive to sudden changes
oi shocks. .A heavy thunderclap
will
kill an entire boat load and the approach
of a boat to an oyster bed will cause each
oySt er to close his shell. An oyster cannot see, and this knowledge of any outside influence or pressure can only be
attributed to its remarkable sensitiveness. A sudden cold stcrm will make
a fat oyster thin in a very short ti:ne.
Oysters spawn at different seasons,
taking on fat rapidly.
A planter u~derstanding the business,
having beds
located in various depths of water, may
have oysters in proper condition for the
table the year round, a few feet in depth
hastening or pr:>longing the spawning
period one or two weeks.
The spawn of oysters make a thick,
cloudy appearance in the water, which
is scattered far and wide unless the spat
find some solid body to which it can attuch itself. Last season a lot of spat was
carried by the currents and t·ides from
the spawning beds on the Connecticut
coast to the north shore of Long Island,
where they lodoo-ed on the gravel of a

The fact
occur ill
usually so
is takeu of

is that many earthquake:; do
this country, but they nrc
sligut that little or no noticq
them.-1\.,.eu, York Sun.

Ennob'.cd by a Hammer.
In th.e reign of Jaiucs 'l'hi rd ' of Scotlanrl, a bo rd cr chieftain, th c head of a
powerfnl clan, whcu pursuad one day by
his enemie~, th e Douglass•tQ, took rcfu_:;e
in a forge. Taking up 3' hammer to personate th e blncksmi th ' be st ruck a blow
at a shaft of iron "·hicl · split it in two.
"Yc're nae smy th cJ" shouted hi-I pnrsuers as th cy attackc.i him. IIe fought
them with the h:mr,ner until he pnt them
to flight. For th i·; he was granted an
t
CS atc a nd title, taking tLe name of Nasmylli, a nd for '.1is cre st ' a ha nd l.Jc:ween
two broken /Jammer shaftS, and th c
motto "llo!i. arte sed mai·tc." Not by
skill but b) wnr.
The N:t;my th s remained a powcrfu:
a nd proud. race for gcnerationS, but th cy
grew poorer until the persecutions ol
th
e covcnnntcrs reduced th em to penury.
lllichacl Nasmyth, the head of the c'.an,
declared, ''There arc: cno:igh laniliess
lairds in t3cotlanil," and to the horror of
his followers he learned the trade- of o
carpenter, and quietly went to work and
amassed a comfortable fortune.
"A hamrrtcr m:vlc us once, and a ham.
mer can make us again," be said, nnJ
reverse 1 the motto of l,is ho11seto "Non
marte sed arte.,, His c1escend,:nts were
famou~ machinists anu inventor,;
the
steam-hammer was the invcution of his
grandson.
Not a few of the great nobles in England and Scotland who owe their title to
some warlike dccc1 of a far-away anccsto;, have during the reign of Queen
Victoria turned their attention to trade,
finding nothing iguohlc in tbc pnrsuits.
In this country, on the contrary, there is
a growing tendency umon;; in!l11cntial
and wealthy families to withdraw from
all share in the work of tbe world, and
to found their claim for consideratiou
solely on the merits of some lung tlcaJ
ancestor.
A. man is rig lit in feeling a satisfartio1,
and pride in the knowledge that he i,
descended from honorable man and purt•,
womaniy women.
But why should thi~
fact make him a cipher in the sum of
men?-You//,'s
Compnnion.

while burrowing for ins~cts. The molelike mice seem to be insect as well as
vcgctnble feeders.
A writer in the
Ame,·ican Garden, who seems to have
carefully investigated the habits of moles,
as many naturalists have before, says:
"Although moles do sometimes destroy
a few plants by uudermingling
their
roots, it is more than probal.Jlc that thc-y
are bless;ngs in disguise; that moles do
not eat plants, but cat worms and grubs,
admits of no doubt, they bcinJ? found
mostly in places where worms and grubs
arc plentiful.
We have frequ~ntly followed the mole tracks under rows of
dead strawberry plants, and have invariably found upou the root3 the pcculiar evidences of the knnning
of grubs,
(no mole teeth about it,) thus provrng
that grubs hall alrencly been engaged in
their destructive work, and wc:rc only
arrested in their mischicvo:.is progress by
the timely arrival of the mole, wllo,
after having found his prey, would not
follow the same row ::tny further, but
would make a short cut to the next row
where bis keen scent indicat:!d the
presence of another choice morsel."
The proper way is to discriminate as
between mice and moles. If you find
the marks of rodent teeth on vcgetaules
.
t
they
will bethat
those
mo 1es.
The worst
can of
be mice,
said ofno moles
is
that in their search for insects in lawns

they
do sometimes
the surface
beach, where they were afterwards disunsi.:.:htly.
But they render
dcstrny every
li·,ing
covered, taken up and plat:ted in the
private beds of planters in that section.
insect or larva th eymcct.
'fhat oysters can be grown in different
lmperrect
Action
tn Ilorses.
shapes is a well-known fact to planters.
One of the mo-t important questions
Planted thickly on a muddy bottom they
to the horse-breeder is a conformation
will grow long and thin, while planted
that shall best produce unity of musc:u:ar
thinly on a hard or gravelly uottom they
action and the power to endure exwill grow round and thick, and one can
haustive labor. In the draft hor,e the
thus have his oysters shaped accor<ling
limbs arc apt to foil first, and in all
to his taste.
horses the fore limb, suffer soonest. In
The principal kin<ls of oysters used in
this is of cour•c incluJed the hoof•, and
the New York market are Bluv Points,
upon city pavements these soonest show
, Rockaways, Shrcwsburys and East Rivdisability,
To produce perfect action in
ers.
The B'.uc Points come from the
all the parts there must be unity of acsouth shore of Long Island, between
tion, one pnrt with au_othcr. The digesBellport and Bay Shore, and get their
tivc organs must l,e perfect and properly
name from a peninsula called Blue Point.
supp:icd to furr,ish power t-) every part
The taking up of Blue Points is pror f the system. The lungs and heart
hibitcd by law until the 15 th of Scptemum,t I.Jcample and the !JarrJI ronud,
uer, but as a prominent oyster dealer
smcc the lun,:;s antl heart supply arterial
said: "]\'[ost of us managz to have a few
force and the barrel g:ves room to the
on hand for our friends at least at the
digestive organs. Hence, the breeder
Douoling Up.
opening of the season. "-2Vew York
must be conversant wit\ ti:J.e anatomy
Joncs--"Yoa hnven't taken a vacation TVo1·ul.
An Obj,•ct in Virw.
and physiology of an nnimnl, not f; om a
this summer."
•-----Doctor-Ah!
looking b,v11y yet, I sec.
. .fi
,
1y screnti view
•
.
purepractical
c stanc,puint
Y o~ have e;1dcntly
Smith--··Yc,
I have, my boy. I've
Regarcllcs~ of Cost.
not be_e.1 follnw:ng
the
as it a 'liesbut to from
the
had six weeks' rest."
• I Clerk (to emplr.ycr)-What
shall
my rnstructions about takrn~ exerc1s~. .
f
t·
P.
f
11 ity
J-_'·I cant SL1ehow you have. 1:ou n,~rl, that new lot of black silk at?
.
.
·
.
size, con orma 1011,an, qua
the
1 other.
O
h::tven t beeu out of town."
Patnck-Yis;
I walkcJ half a m:lc s~weral parts a~ r~laletl 1to each·
S.-"Ko,
but the girl who plays on
E.11ploycr-Jlfork the selling price $3 ye9terday.
/ Yet, however good a foal may be
the piano
t., my
hous: has a yard.
You
I told b !ou naturally, he wi:l degcnG,\!c~ .,,,~
by
been
aw,1y onoppo~itc
a six wetks'
vacation."
Clerk-But it only cost $1 a yarc1.
ti "Good.
t
t 1 remember
l
-

The careful shepherd varies the feed d
his flock to suit their conditron and appetites. On cold, clc.tr <lays his stock
will cat nearly twic:c as much as on warm,
wet days, and the amount of feed shou'.<l
be gi,ugccl accordingly.
1\Iany nurseryman au vise transplanting
cvergrccus in late summer rathrr trru
spring, as the pleasant mr,isturc of the
autumn causes the111to root well before
winter, and they are not first taxed to
endure the scorching heat of early sum•
mer.
ll ouechottl

IJ lut,.

C'can straw matting with a cloth and
salt water.
Wipu dry.
This keeps it
from turning yellow.
Bar soap sho11k1 be cut into square
pieces, and these slton:d be pnt into a
dry place, as soup last.; better after drying.
If gilt frames, when new, arc covcrcJ
with a coat of wftitc varn'sh, nil speck,
can be washed oil' with water without
harm.
1f a bottle or fruit jar is placed on ~
towel thoroughly soaked in hot water
there is little clanger of its being cracked
by the introduct1ou of a hot liquid.
A small table, round or squarr, can be
ma<lc into a beautiful ornament by covering the top with velvet, plu,h or satin,
and tacking on ribbon~ of various colors
with gilt crescents or stars at the end.
ltccipcs.

Ponx CuoPs. --Tr:m off most of the
fat, and bro!!, turning them trequcntly;
put on a hot platter and pour over the
gravy made by stirl"iag iuto a pint of hot
water enough flour to thicken it, and
season well with salt and pepper.
Drsu OF Conx ANO To:11A.T0Es.-Take
the pulp of eight cars of corn and mix
with one quart of rip,•, peeled tomatoes,
cut in small pieces; seaso11with salt and
pepper, adding a little bultc1· and three
soda crackers rolled fine. S:cw for one
hour, aucl serve.
rl

CRACKERPrn.-Onc
egg, three heap·
ing tal.Jlcspoonfuls of sugar, four crackers
rolled fine, one and one-half pints of
milk; cinnamon and snit to ta.<tc. B0nt
the egg and sugar together, nc1L1
the
rolled cracker~, then tne milk, spice nllil
salt. This receipt makes two pies oi:
common-sized baking- plates.
B.\KED ONroxs.-- "'\Va,h them clean,but
do not peel, an..l put into a -auccpnn with
slightly s:iltccl water; boil an hour, re:
placing the water with more boiliuq ho,
wnter as it cvnpornte,; turn off t.hil
water and 1:ty lbe onious on a cloth to
dry them well; ro11 eaci1 one in a liut·
1
ia
you mus a w:ty,; tave some O Jee 1 year if he docs not have p:-oper food and tercd tisnw paper, twi,,ting it at the to.
Employer-I
care of
what
it cost. iu view when you walk so as to get your cxe1·c1·se,
at1d thnvc.,·e1·c1·••
i·c- to keep it on, aud bairn in a s'ow orcn
• J.--"l.h
S.-"Y cs.'" And she. came hom~ last I am
scllinn- off don't
reo-ardlcss
cost.-New
.
.,
-- liUt1st!Jc 1·11
0
lll'>ht. I heard her at 1t thts mornrng-."
"
mind off your troubles. I hope yon lation to what he has to do when put to about an hour, or unti I ten cler _nil
01
J.-"Po
y ur vacation is ended:"
Y ·k Sun.
_______
made ycsterd ,y's ontmg a matter of busi labor. The draft horse mu,t be train eel throu ·h • peel them p):wc in a deep ,lish
S.-'')[ot
at
all.
I'm
going
away
for
NothiBg
sits
so
gracefully
upon
chi!ness
of some kind."
to walk as the chief
six weeks. That gives me t1velve weeks
an'l Lro'...vn slio·htI~lm,tin~ well with
0
•
n
of rest for ihis year. Sort of doubliu.,- dren as habitual respect and dutiful de-1
"Yis; I went ancl bought a ccmctP.ry ability to move a load motion, for the butter for fifteen ~'nunutns;
season" •ith
d
up, IB it were. "-•B;ston Courier.
por',mrnt toward their parents.
lot. "-Omah.a }Vcn·?rl.
largely constitutes his at a fast pace pepper and salt, auc'l pour some m~lte
va:ue. If there i lmttcr over them.
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abilities these may
'. or at least be less,
ng, and his useful.
ed by proper ap.
most common faults
_bling when going
either the walk ora
n to this n vctcrin.
there nre two causes
l,
One of theseis
l the muscular sys.
be noticed io ibe
, a weakness of the
the leg, brought
much weight on
r:tbl~ nt least, it is
e weight of each
ounces; bnye the
of s tee! instead of
er; h:ivc itroundcd·
t would be ,-;htn
order to prevent
preliminary means
. Have the lq,~
rnutes at II time
,,.h a ho,e, in order
rpb dry Lriskly
o the foot. Give
g this wC>ck for
a day.-Ch;cag;
leu

Notes.

akc oll a great deal
ys dimi!tish yield,
larger, somctimca
IC and appearance
parcn t loss.
r anim:il ill[enued
oll' r<'acliiy at any
iblc to put on the
ay,, so if th·,rc i;
g-oo:l focJing 1sa
·ays that if thistles
C grnuntl aucl sali
t a~ tllcy appear,
, but that w:1tch1ast b.i exercised
v:mes the feed l'f
on<lit10n and apr days bis stJck
much as on warm
n t of feed shou'.<l
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c.;utltng a I•'orl, Ont or a :S!omacll.
A novd ,mudan~erous operation has
crat says of baldness:
jusL been per:ormccl in Paris 1,y Dr. PolSteamer men are looking forward to
There are several varieties of baldness, \ ailion.
The patient w'.1s a mountc~>anlc
How It is Utilized
in Many
LiKewise
Some Other Vegetacrossing the Atlantic
with palatial
due to dis' urbances within the nervous I n'.1med Lnchon, who, m the 1mrbUit of
Ways at Pittsburg.
bles of01•iental
Cultivation.
steamers in four days' time.
system. Thus there ere cases recorded of\ his ca\l:n!!, s,Yal\oweu a large fork,
A Jyfarechal Niel rose bush that growa
v
Whata RBporterSaw in a Tour or N°w
Bringing the Gas Through Pipes from total loss of hair, affecting the entire which stuck fast in his stomach. It was
white flowers on one side and crimson
body, following severe injuries of the in vuin that he tried to get h:s fingers
York's Chin~town.
Well.a Twenty Miles Away.
on the other is a sight at London, Ont.
brain. In one ca~j a man was struck by down to the tips of the fo, k, so he had
lightning, and the very next day not to leave it there, in the hope that no
Farmer Taft of Uxbridge, Mass., hM
One of the attraction~ which drnw a
Th e greatest curiosity about Pittsburg,
a pair of steers which he drives to har- crowd of Chinamen to Mott st.reet on says a letter to the Chicago Ilerald, is only all his hair, but the toe-nails fell off. harm would ensue. In a few cl,~ys,howness, and which have trotted, with four Sundays at this season is the opportuniLy the working of the natural gas and the In some other instances the hair of one ever, he felt acute pains particularly when.
Dr.
in the carriage, four miles in he.lf au to buy several kinds of alleged vegetables varied uses to which it is put. In the side of the head only fell off following ! is stomach was w:thont food.
concussion of the brain; in other cases'\ Polaillon WflS unable to find the pos_ition
which can be purchased at no other early morning, as the train speeds along
hour.
Carp is used by Hartford, Conn., to ~arket in this part of the wor:d and the left bank of the Alleghany, the bun- the loss has been limited to the re()'ion of the fork by means of the ordrnary
keep the city reservoirs clean. The fish which are sold there from street stand~ dreds of flaming lights which adorn the sup1>lied by a single nerve, the trunk of sounding instrument, so he employed
which had been injured.
In the melan- \ another, with which he contrivccl to
have completely cleaned one reservoir of and wagons.
hillsides aiiord a curious spectacle. Pipes
choly form of insanity a general loss of , touch the prongs.
Ile then made au invegetable growth, ancl are now at work
. A t~II, grave-looking Chin:uuan, whose I stick up from the ground perhaps twenty
hair has been frequently noticed, not al- 1 cision in the man's abdomen and exupon a second.
pigtail "-'as of a fiaer fibre than that of feet or more, and from them shoot up into
ways amounting to baldness, and in cer- trncted the fork. In his report to the
A.nEnglish physician says that men the average laundryman, anl who was the heavens great tongues of flame-a tain cases baldness in patches of varying Academy on the subject, Dr. Polaillon
shouldn't crop their hair short. Hair,he pr~sumed to possess superior intelligence, hundred times greater in volume than the extent bas been observed. In the ex- enumerates fourteen cases of a similar
says, is a conductor of electricity to the said _that one of the baskets contnincd electric light and ten times as brilliant. ceedingly rare disease called "progressive kind, in seven of which the fork only
brain, and if the brnin fuils to get elec- "Chma cucumbers." Th~y were about These pipes are the air vents of the main facial atrophy,'' in which the skin, mm- formed an abeess in the stomaoh.-Lvn•
tricity it will soon soften. This is bad six inches long, an inch thick, of a vivid conduits, which carry the gas to its point clcs, fat and even the bones of one-half don Stand_a_1·d_.
_______
_
cholera morbu~ green, and deeply of utilization. These vents are necessary,
news for bald-headed men.
l'oisonous lloncJ.
wrmkled, somewhat after the m,mncr of otherwiso the conduits would burst from of the face become smRller and waste
Illinois is said to -have furnished tho
A friend tells us that the honey made
a dried pepper pod. They looked about the tremendous pressure of gas from the away, the hair bas usually suffered in its
only organized company which went
flowering shrub,
as much like a cucumber as a Chinaman wells. On most of the gas pipe lines the growth on the corresponding side of the by bees from the
from the loyal Northern States to join
looks like a Yankee. They were scllin'' vent pipes are left burnin()' uirrht and day head, and partial or entire one-sided bald- Andromenda Melissa, popularly called
the Confederate army. The little comis very poisonous.
'l'his
at the rather steep price for c11cumbc1; and the effect at night 1: m;st brill.iant'. ness has _been the result .. If t'.1e hair does "kill-calf,"
mand became a part of one of the first
of forty cents a pound. The vcnucrs Few people realize the extent to "'hich not fall it becomes grny rn s:ripes or over plant is common in the saudy soil of
Southern regiments, and of itf ninety
were weighing them out on contrivances the natural gas is now usecl abont Pitts- the whole of_ th~ affected _surf_ace,anu Long Js1anc1, and also from New Jeascy
men fifty fell in battle.
It grows from two to three
made somewhat after the manner of burg. It has taken the place of fuel at all the los~ of ha_ir, hke th? whn,~n_rng, may to Florida.
The highest birth-rate in the United steelyards, with a tin scale pnn at one the glass works, in all the blast furnaces occur m stnpes. Ordmary sick head- \ feet hin-h resembles the upland huckleand is
States is in the South. In Louisiana end of the r.Jd, and a weight that hung .'ind steel works and is rapidly being intro- ache" nnd o:her forms of neuralgia af- berry i~ 'appearance and fruit
there arc 148 children born each yoar to by a string loop. The rod was of wood, anu duced into the private houses, hotels, fecting the side of the face or heacl may ofte~ mistnken for it. A sp~onful of
every 1000 women of child beP.Tingage, insteacl of notched divisions there were etc., for heating, cooldno- and liO"htinrr be followed Ly w~it,~ni~g or loss o~,1rnir. tile honey procluces a burning sensation
bald- in the mouth, throat and stomach, and
156 in Georgia, aucl 187 i:l 'Icxai. In clusters of pin heads. If tll(I inspectors There are several compani~s that h~ve th~ Thes6_ cases ~1~c1 fiom the
rn the fact that the produces vomiting ancl paralysis if much
New England the rate is 82, in thJ west and Se,ilcrs of ·weights anu. 1.Icnsurcs right to pipe the streets, and the ness m patches
b~l~ 1mtches when they occur are n?t be taken. Although this plant is comabout 122.
Corks may be rcndereJ perfectly ether• would turn their attention to these scales old gas companies have about yielded up d1sttnctly sep~,mted from those st1l1 mon over much of the country
it is
tight by coating them with a solution their pla~es no longer would be sine- the ghost. For purposes of illumination coverecl, and the bnldncss is ge~erally likely that in most places it is 'not so
prepared fro:u four parts of gelatine, cures. The Chinaman with the intclli- the new gas is not yet perfected, but for not absolute, some soft, downy ball's re- abundant ns to furnish much food for
fifty-two par~s of boiling water and one gent-looking pig-tail saiu that these hea- 1 heating and cooking the mysterious va- maining. The tr:!atmcut clcpcncls en- bees; but in Long Island, in the neighpart of ammonium bichromate (adued to then cucumbers were not sliced up raw por is all th11t could be asked. The gas tirely upon the nature of the disc:ise borhood of our friencl's home, it grows
the filtered gelatine solution), and then and eaten with salt, pepper, and vinegar, burns with an intense heat and hence is
extensively over
verJ.l miles of land,
causing the baldness.
€xposing them for a few d:1ysto the sun- and followed by anti-cholera mixture, especially valuable at blast furnaces, and
and other flowers that protluce honey
light. An apparatus may Le put to- but v.-ere cooked before being eaten. for all other uses where high temperature
are so scarce that the bees may mnke a
gether with unprepared sound corks, and He did uot know where they were is required. So hot is the flame from a
Puzzle Jugl,
a greater use of the "ki\1-caU" here than
the exposed portion of the latter after- • grown.
three-inch pipe that a man cannot apWager on puzzle ju~s, says the Pott:·ry
elsewhere.-Ile1·ald of llealth.
wards coated and exposed to sunlight.
In another basket were some larger proach it, No man can light a five-inch Gazette, were once great favorites in vilConstantine, who desired to have a~ vegetables, also of a forbidding green. \ exhaust pipe, ior it would burn him up lageinns.
They were mudc at least n,1
Renewinl Its Vigor.
Vesuvius furnishes an example of a
mony hooses ,s po~ible ;. the now R~ They"'"' of the ,1,o ,nd sh•p• of a b•fo"' h• could got ,way.
All such ,,.-1y ,. tho sO'ootoen<h oeotuey,
and ,
1
man oopi1•l, Const,,.tinnple, ,llottod little brown jug without tho b,adlc
pipes'"' lighted by fieiog , sky-socket the boginniog of the ,e,soot oeotmy volcano whose activity bas been increasfree bread aceorclinJ to the houses, not These, the intelligent Chinaman said, through the escaping gas, when the sud- were still being produced.
l\Ir. Solon ing instead of diminishing during the
to tho numb<' of po,·,oos. Som• of th• ""'
Chioes, ,qu,sho,.
Still o,othoo donly igoltod v,poe shoots hundeed.sof ,ad Me. Willo<t po~=
wmo ,hoe,o- last 2000 years. A.t the beginning of the
Roman ,mpernc> ,ppropei,ted
1,eg, b,sk,t held voget"bles which "" bo f~t i,tO tho homns.
te,·islio examples; otho,• ,rn io tho Christian era the mountain's fires seemed
ammts of moooy foe kooplog dowo th, likooed to ,othiog else t\mtoxists. They
Moot of tho n,tuml ""' in use about muson= of South Keosiogton a"d to have been long burned out forever,
pfa
of beood i, tho oopit•l, whil• w,,. suspidous-looking pod, ,bout n P,ttsbneg comes from the gM wells of Jeemyn sheet. These t,n""'in"
ve,sels, and the eruption which buried Pompeii,
otb,ra tmd
tne pminoe, he,,ily to foot long, tspeelng to , poinS • little Wruiliiogtoo County, from eighteen to thnnch not ,lwnys oqn,lly com;le,,hO'< and Herculaneum in the year 70 was tho
=I« prn,iaoos eho,p in th, motrnpoli,. I= th,n two ioehes theough ,tthe but>, twenty-two mdes,wsy.
The g,s is ooo- gone«lly some ro,trnes io common. In :first known. The next outbreak was not
This caused the idle and improvident of and fluted from butt to pornt. They also veyed in twe~ty-inch ~ains of cast-iron, sp.tc of their many spout;:, a perforated
1036 nd th
J
at intervals of .i century or more, but
,IL countries to flock to Rome foe relief. to
wore
In hi, were
,odo,vora
mnd• twopressure
rnohe, of
thwk,
,land from
th• uoek
nsu,lly
p,eveotod
,bstrnotion
findinteosoly
o-qt whatg,oen.
these things
callou enormous
the tovapor
of their
contents
in their tl,o
onlin,u,·
wav. until
, a
ereaftcr several came
B.1ldne11s.

CLIPflS6S

FOR THE CURIOUS.

"CHINACUCUMBERS."NATURALGAS.

A writer in the St. Louis G'lobe-Demo-
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I

I

I

A F,oltfotl I<egfon,
,,d wh>t they wore good foe, tho «·
The eegion ,.tending from y,e,vllto poeloe aw,keood ,o much suspicion n·
to Wlntera, Colifornl~ n dlsboeo of gneding himselfth,t , slot seemed im
twelve miles
the most v,lu,blo ogel- mloo,t,
and
he
t,ok
,
w,lk
cullmol section in tho U"ited St•t"- It down P ek sheet to give the he,ted
,rndott• ev,ey deoidno~ "d eiteM froit popu1'oe " oppoetuoity to cool oil.
and tho choicest tsblo gmpo, in th, most When h• e,me boek oo the othoe side o(
1peodlgol "bnnd nnoe, ,nd with th• un• Mott ,t,oet n C,oo,sieu yonngstoe WM
oiling eognlo,iey oft be remming ""'"•
hdpiog a Chln,m" to ,ell vegotnble,
£otio,ddi1ion
to tM', nature h" <',ea ,ueh M hm
been fo•kqn,tely
dethis seotioo peoeodonoo in the time of ,e,ibod, .,d othora, nut ot n eoveeod
elpenlng lls pcoduee, .,d theeeby ,t w,go,.
Jo,st doubled its m,ekot v,lne. Thlok
"Wh,t
"' th "'· ,nd th '"• ,o d
of n monufaetneee whose fao,litiM foe
"''" osk•d
th • "'poclee, pointing to
th
peodnction "' " good " ,ny of his th• contents of minus bo,kots.
<0mpetltoeo, ond in addition oon reoti,e
"Dunno, dunno, dun,o," wore th •

~

new, arc covercJ
·n'sh, nil spccb
1 water without
is pl aced on ~

cl in hot water
tts being cracked
hot liquid.
r sqnarP, c:m be
iament hy coverplu,;h or satin,
of various colors
.rs at the end.
off most of the
:hem trequcntly;
td pour over the
to a pint of hot
hickcn it, and
pepper.
~L.\.'l'OES. -Tnke
f corn and mix
celed tomatoc,,
with salt nnd
ultc1· and three
S:cw for one

gg, three heap·
r, four crackers
c-half pints of
to ta•tc. B0at
ether, ndcl the
nil k, spice and
s two pies oi:
cs.
them clean,but
-aucepnn with
an hour, rere boiliug hot
tnrn 0ft tho
on a cloth to
one in a l.,ut·
it at the to.'
in a s'ow orc.·n

'l ten cler nil
in a deep ,lish
well with
season with
some in~lted
nM

t'

n,tnn,'• myaloeions """'"·
It nrny Bot, =mt p,~·,ge rn, the liq«>e ,;p ,i,.oe J63t tho eenptim hm been ve;-y
'"m moeed1blo, but I w,s told thnt the I tho hol10>v hs,idle ond tl,ron"h ,no numeeou,.
P""""
upon these =ins nt th, poiut spoot urnn,do,ffoeded
the m;oo, ol
m,, ...--.-a-ir_e_m_e_n_t_fo_r_i_h_e_t_·e~ble.
0
th• g,s :om<' up from mo thee ,,.th
sucking ,ot the eon toot,.
I , ,,,.,._
s, too, u to• <sm""
of v1to11t,•"
from e,ght huod,·ed_ to on< thonsamd ,\I othoe ,pools ond a ,ma:! ,,,,,e,,le,l r.::::/~~w'.1':,\::.'t::°;¥\ie:c;~, \,.;:"l:.,"J.'!
pound'. to the. sqnoeesneh. At _thefi"t
hole uode, th.top nf the hood lo ho 1 to w.. , ood
m '"'"· Le< Mm o..,
veot-p>po, wh,oh msy be ' mile ,woy be dosed by the fingern judiciously em1
from the well, the •" shoots op hke pl"yed d u.-iog tbo imbihiog prnoe,s. ,,,.,,,.,,.
t>0•= or • sm<oo down snto=
nd
1100
0
,to= from • s,fety '"' "• ond with ol- Tholnse;lpt'oos fonod uU some of 1he-e '/;:,',;C:ti;~!;•
sl:~~o~'Jl',i1;,";l'
::;'
mn, t "' mneh ?f O hi~,; "S n,i,o. Llgh tit pu"-'' j"g• n ,n,11y e,lole 1" the dlffi. •~"''" 0
<>•b• •"" So,e '"''' mi '"'
"d the fl,,ne " o,med '. hond,'.d foet '" eoll y of gelting ,t Ihoi, '"""" :,_ Tho
~.:f[t~~'~f
t~t"\~; 't)f,:;'."!;:~
It wncld bo unpe,et>eoblo to following I, >1n ,xompk, weiHeo io ;-;:::: a'i,,~\."'t\'.'1:_::.,~:/::..\'~~1~~'~'!;:Jft~
th e"'·
"" th• gM ,toll undoe such "!""·"''· "semtch bh,e." nu • sdl-gl,,,ed ; ..,,
So, wheo it ge1' to th ' dty • eeeoocse is funned y In tlte pnsso~lon nf ¥,of essoe
't/l/t';;'.,.f,,l;'f,',J;\t.:::l!':'!)~
b•d to, division of the fom Sy '"'""
Chneoh,
""'" "•'"'"'
,-1,t,, ,~e<•blo_ ;, ,·om,oM•
of pipe, wi1hln pipes. A. so,ies of pl pe,
From Motbm·Eoeeh I clolm my S,Ch,
~/':,; f"' """""" ~••· Uoo'' •od """"

~

="""

o

=""'"'"'

tt::'~!i~:3!r::.~:r/~!~'fi1;f[~!!.~lli
,:::,;;c,~~,';',:;',

:::,\'.'\r:

\Wi~tr::::;:;"~.t:1:'{:.':'/\~~mr,';J.•:;:.~

:::~:t;\t,

donbldho pdoo foe hU eotnmodity tb,t yonngstee'rnptios to th, q,rn,tions, " •
'"Y of blsel,ols eon obt,ln {nethc s,me •p«tively ·
eood. Tbis is just th, oitontion of the
Ono of the b,ske~ contoloed vege·

ono wi ehin the othee, '" lnid within the
i>egee =in, ,nd thoso toke up tbe gss
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Boston.

L. W. Jackson and wife, So.
Mrs. Chas. Lane, Exeter, N. H.
A. Jameson, Detroit, Mich. J. F.
Latmier, Kinderhook, N. Y. Hiram Perkins and wife, Mc.Falls.
E. N. Perry,
Portland.
John Andrews, Lewiston.
A.
L. Gowell, Peru. J.B. Webb, Portland.
Lewis Leavitt, Livermore.
S. H. Morse,
Jay.
Oct. 6th.-T1llson
Waterman,
Mc.
Falls; P. A. Jordan, F. B. Jordan, Albert Valentine, Mc. Falls; Chas. A. Wiison, Providence, R. I.; Geo. S. Brown,
Dixfield; H. P. Whittemore, Livermore;
Otis Howe, Rumford;
H. O. Stanley,
Dixfield; Geo. P. Thomas,
Andover;
F. H. Silver, Hanover; J. P. Bennett,
Bethel; Cal Dickey, Lewiston;
W. F.
Dority, Roches.er; E. Noyes, Auburn;
A. F. Bartlett, Lynn, Mass; A. M. Coolidge and wife, Upton; F. S. Chase, Dixfield; R. Goodall, Mc. Falls; Wm. Coolidge,Jay: J. A. Brooks, \Vest Paris; Wm.
Shaw and wife, So. Paris; H. A. Bicknell
Hartford; Edwin Edgecomb, Liv. Falls;
\V. S. Walker and daughter, W. Peru.
Cyrus Coolidge, Wilton; C. H. Kidder,.
Dixfield; \V. A. Pidgin, Lewiston; A E
Bradford, Turner; C H Additon, Lewiston; CH weymouth, Lewiston; S Manning, Lewiston, A H Noyes, Auburn;
Geo. H Jones and wife, Oxford; EI Brackett, Lewiston; John E Miller, Lewiston;
L F Millett, west Minot; F E Dwinal,
McFalls.

Androscoggin
Valley
Fair.Paris.
Harry

'I
on,
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ADDITIONALENTRIES.
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N H Campbell, 26 v. apples, cranberries, grapes,potatoes.
willie D Campbell,
turnip.
A A Glines, 4 v. apples. Henry
Abbott, trace corn. Ella L Campbell, jar
strawberries.
Mrs Jw Tuompson,flowers.
l'l'lrs Philander Kidder, plant; Mrs Elvira
Washburn, bouqud flowers; Mrs Nahum
Moore, pansies; w G Gammon, 7 v. potatoes; C O Holt, 2 v. apples; E E Holman, 8 v. potatoes, cranberries.
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DAY.

Wednesday morning dawned as bright
and warm one could wish, for the occasion, and the crowds came to the Canton
Fair from all along the line between Byron and Portland, and fron the Kennebec
on the east to New Hampshire line on the
west. Exhibitors and fanciers of that noble animal, the horse, congregated at the
Park in the forenoon, while ladies, children and many of the "men folks" visited
the Hall. The exhibit here has now all
arrived, and in summing up we can say in
reflecting the opinion of those who have
had better opportunities for judging than
we, that the display, though not quite so
full as last year, is better arranged and of
equally as good merit. For details we
have not space.
The following entries and premiums at
the Park we take from the Secretary's record:STALLIONS,4 y,•ars old and over.-C 0
Cates, Jet Knox-2d prem; I B Fuller,
Smuggler Chief; AB Benson, Geo Logan
-rst prem; D M Foster, stallion-1st
pr;
G Ellis, stallion-2d
prem.
BROODMARES & FoAL9-H
G Brown,
mare and foal; GM Park, brood mare and
foal; WW Rose, brood mare and foal1st prem; FE Kidder, 2 brood mares and
foals: Wm Treat, brood mare and foal3d prem; Amos Child, family horse; LC
Poland, brood mare and foal; EM Bisbee,
mare and foal; A Benson, mare and foal:
Xavie1· Martin, mare and foal; JEThompson, mare and foal-2d prem; D M Foster,
brood mare and foal; J E Thompson, pr
matched colts-1st prem; G Childs, pair
matched colts-2d prem; ·wallace Irish,
mare and foal; Valorus White, mare and
foal; Ernest Oldham, mare and foal; w
Irish, mare and foal-1st
prem.
COLTS & FILLIEs.-Aaron
Jackson, 2 y
old stallion, Gen Hancock-rs
prem; W
\V Rose, 2 y old stallion-2d
prem; F
E Kidder, Peru, 2 y old colt; TB w Stetson, 2 y old colt-3d
prem; SF Stetson,
2 y old colt-2d
prem; A J Lothrop, 2 y
old colt; John Coolidge, 2 y old colt;
Ephraim Child, 3 y old colt-3d
prem;
Frank Dodge, 3 y old colt; G.M Park 4 y
old fillie: I B Fuller, 4 y old fillie; FE
Kidder, 4 y old gelding;
SH Burbank, 1
y old colt-1st prem; G M Park, 3 y old
colt; Stephen Cushman, 3 y old colt; H
G Brown, suckling-1st
prem; D M Foster, suckling-2d
prem; J E Thompson,
2 y old colt: Axel Fogg, 2 y old colt-1st
prem; Charles Gammon, 2 y old colt; G
Childs, 2 y old colt; Geo Dyer, 2 y old
colt; Albert Ame~, 3 y old colt-2d prem;
J w Thompson, 3 y old fillie-1st
prem;
R O Jordon, 3 y old colt; X Martin, 1 yold.
R w Alley, r y old colt-3d
prem; w J
Gammon, 1 y old colt; G Ellis, 1 y old
colt; G M Park, r y old colt-2d
orem;
w Rose, r y old colt; FE Kidde;, 1 y
old colt; C I Howard, r y old colt; E H
Johnson, r y old colt; EC Gowell, r y old
colt.

w

SUMMARYOF WEDNESDAY'SRACES,
3 :oo class, purse $75.
FECrooker, Auburn, chm Rennie P. 1 1 1
THHuston, Dixfield, br m Molly H. 2 4 3
F E Dwinal, McFalls, b m Offa,
334
H C Ellis, Canton, gr m Ma Me,
422
L L Kilbreth, Liv. blk g Zero,
5 5dr
Time, 2 :45t 2 :41, 2 :42~.
Same day, 4-year-old class, purse $50.
GDBisbee, Buckf. b m Kitty W. r 1 2 2 3
JABrooks, Paris, b m Hattie A. 2 5 3 5 4
0 Hood, Wayne, b g O Hood,
32 r r r
Thayer & Robie, b m Fatinitza,
4353 2
DA Tuttle, chm Ida May,
5 4 4 dr
Time, 2 :50, 2 :57;2 :50, 2 :52.

----------Hotel Arrivals.
HOTEL SWASEY.
Monday, Oct. 4th-W.
H. Tainter, Dixfield. A, Q.,_ Coolidge, Dixfield. Wm.
H. Doughty,
Auburn.
David Bright,
Boston.
Goff and Pease, J. S. Keyes,
Lewiston,
P. C. Brion, Lewiston.
\Vylie and Philipps, Old Orchard.
Ed Thayer. So. Paris. Theo. Thayer, So. Paris.
C. K. Woodman, Farmington.
JI. T.
Drimock, West Paris.
Oc;:t. 5.-F.
G. Johnson,
Fitchburg,
Mass.
John French, Lewiston.
John
Strover, Lewiston.
F. B. Kilgore, Lewiston.
Sam'! Pompilly, Lewiston.
\V.
H. Bridgham, Auburn.
A. A. Monroe,
Auburn.
R. W. Burgess, Auburn.
C.
B Heald, Sumner.
H. C. Robie, So.
Paris, J. Pierce, So. Paris. D. S. Marble, Dixfield. A. E. Coffin, \Vilton.
Wm. Cushman, Hartford.
W. JI. ?tyles,

CANTON

HOUSE.

Oct. 4-J. W. Bicknell, Canton; L. E.
Jay, Oakland;
Sewall F. Harmon, New
Gloucester; J. A. Gerry, Mc. Falls; J. H.
Jones, So. Paris.
Oct. 5th.-F. E. Crooka, Auburn; C.
C. Files, Portland;
J. P. Edmands, Dixfield; Newell Cook, Dexter Gray, Paris;
Stanley Virgin, Dixfield; C. Keyes, No.
Jay; F. Dwinal, Mc. Falls; H. B. Holt,
Dixfield; E. Coolidge, No. Jay; C. M.
Rose, Dixfield; L. E. Joy, Oakland; A.
D. Harlow, Hartford;
W. F. Dowling,
Canton; J. P. Harmon, wife and son,
Mc. Falls; H. M. Perry, Boston; N,
Melcher, H. L. Melcher, Auburn; T. P.
Thurston, Dixfield; L. R. Loring, Portland; J. W. Harper, Portland; C. R. Pulsifer, Mc. Falls.
Oct. 6th.-Geo. Murray. Jason Mitchell,
Buckfield; E. \Vait and son, Dixfield; W.
C. Chipman, Mc. Falls; A. W. Harris,
Poland; I. F. lllcCowan, Mc. Falls; I.
Fuller, Buckfield; Thomas Mitchell and
wife, Casco; W. M. Mitchell and wife,
Mrs. Chase, Dixfield;
E. A. Harlow,
Sumner; John Leavitt, Dixfield; G. \V.
Ricker, E. H. Johnson, Ira 0. Babb, N.
L. Hayes, Frank Libby, No. Turner; E.
E. Thayer,
W. W. Farrar, So. Paris;
James Irish, Hartford; W. C. Stevens,
Gilbertville; E. L. Bisbee, Auburn; J. R.
Austin. H. H. Gleason, G. H. Gleason,
D. B. Austin and wife, Mexico; I. L.
Nevens, Lewiston;
A. E. Russell, A.
Russell, Buckfield; Geo. A. Russell, Boston; C. A. Davis, H. A. \Vhitman,
Auburn;
W. F. Putnum, Dixfield; E.
A. Gammon, J. H. DeCo,ter, Mc. Falls;
D. G. Taylor, Mexico; Nason, Liv. Falls;
Clark, Farmington;
H. P. Whittemore,
H.J. Libby, Bryan ts Pond; S. V. Harlow, Augusta;
Albert Sampson, Hartford; F. J. Straw, Auburn; J. 0. Casey,
Boston.

-Sewell
Goff, Esq., John Griffith,
and D B Am,tin, of Mexico,
were in
town Tuesday.
-The
reform club will hold a regular meeting at the F B church,
Friday evening.
-Arthur
E Sampson
is very sick
with typhoid fever, at the home of his
brother in Hartford.
-The
Canton Telephone,
published at Canton, Texas,
is a new exchange just received.
-]
W Thompson's
3-year-old
mare, "Louvisk<1,"
won laurels at the
Norway Fair, last week.
-John
E Thompson
of Hartford,
took first premium for matched horses
at the county Fair last week.
-Rev
OT Lovejoy of Peru.preached a very able and acceptable
sermon
at the F B church, last Sunday.
-CF
Wheeler, Albert Virgin,and
Wilson Thomas,
of East Rumford,
were in attendance
at the Fair.
-J B Look is again able to return
to his work, !-laving spent part of his
convalescence
at his home in Jay.
-J H Ellis of' Dixfield, left at this
office a variety of very nice apples,
for which please accept thanks.
-Glenarm
arrived in town
Tuesday night, and takes part in the remainc~er of the races, as per entries.
-Mrs
Chas H Gilbert
and Mrs
Eunice Gilbert, attended a Uni,·er-;alist convention
at West Paris, the first
of the week.
-Daniel
Gammon
has moved to
his; farm in Peru, where he has made
quite extensive repairs on the buildings.
-These
October
days and moonlight evenings
afford g1:and opportunities for coon hunting.
Walter Hill
brought in a big fat one, Tuesday.
-Exhibitors
entitled to 1st, 2d,and
3d premiums
will please call at the
office of M Peabodv,
Secretarv,
and
receive the award ·of red, wh.ite and
blue ribbon.
-F.
W. Lawry.
an experienced
job printer from Farming-ton,
is at
work at the TELEPHONE office.
The
editor will now devote more time to
editorial duties and business management.
-Ticket
agent Hayford
Canton
station
in the
weeks, tickets for the west
-Denver,
Col.,2; Kansss
1 ; Eau Claire. Wis., I ;
~1ebec,
1; Minneapolis,

ha'3 sold at
past
three
as follows:
City, Mo.,
Richmond,
:Minn., 1.

-William
M Kidder,
Dixfield,
representative
elect, while
driving
pophr on \Vebb's river, in Dixfield,
Monday,
fell over the <lam, 12 feet to
The hall premiums we1·e awarded too
the rocks below,
an<l was severely
late for this edition, and will appear next bruised.
week with summary of Thursday's races.
-A
party of railroad
officials arrived in town by special train
on
wednesday
afternoon,
anti proceeded
by Tainter's
stage to Dixfield.
Thursday they proceeded
to Bvron, return-Fair
weather,
indeed.
ing by the regular train 'Friday.
In
-Snow
flakes in the air Saturday.
the part were Hon. W. L. P~tnam,
-J L Weeks of Roxbury,
attended
Hon. Eugene Hale, C.R.
Milliken,
the Fair.
of Portland;
Arthur Sewell and Geo.
Mr CM Coolidge is teaching school W. Kimball of Bath, W. C. \Vare of
in Weld.
Waterville.
Geo, D. Bisbee of Buck-The
forests are donning
their field, Geo.
Wing of Auburn,
W.
October colo1 s.
G. Davis, Supt. L. L. Lincoln,
R.
C.
Bradford
and
Otis
Hayford.
-P
C Witham
of Weld,
was
in
town Tuesday.
-·David Bright, a professional runner,
-J H Ellis, E~q., of Dixfield, was took part in some of the races, making
1-2 mile in 2.20 1-2.
in towel Tuesday.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.

Milton

E. L. Bisbee of Auburn,
atthe Canton Fair.
-\V. V. Tainter of So. Carthage,
was in to,vn WPdnesday.

-H. C. Percival
town Thursday.

of Andover,

was in

-The TELEPHONE issued daily editions
for the Fair, on wednesday and Thursday, for local circulation, giving very full
-Hon.
H. 0. Stanley of Dixfield,
reports up lo the preceeding even!ng. we
was in town \i\Tednesday.
to A. S. Hathaway,
-Dr
J W Davis, of So. Paris, is are under obligation
Esq., for valuable assistance in editori;l
attending
the Fatr.
-V
P DeCoster,
Esq., of Buck- work.
field, was in town Thursday.
-w. A. Pidgin, of th;i Lvwiston Jour-Sharon
Robinson
of East Sum- nal, was in town wednesday.
ner, was in town Tuesday.
-Miss
Mary Wright is in Lewiston,
-JD
Thompson.
Esq., of Liverdress-making, for a few months.
more, was in town Wednesday.
-Dixfield Centre factory cheese, which
-TS
Maxwell of Weld, was in at• has found its way into Canton market,
tendance at the Fair, Tuesday.
pans out A I.
-Miss
Nellie Glover of Hebron,
is
-A heavy granite culvert is being put
visiting friends in town this week.
in near the Jlerdsdale, by the town author-T H Merritt and E Williamson,
ities.
of Jay, attended the Fair.
-Albert and Henry Ventres are attend-Rev.
F Blake will preach at the ing the Fall term of school at Hebron
Point school house Sunday afternoon.
Academy.
-J.
H. DeCoster,
Esq.,
of Mechanic Falls, was in town
'vVednesday.
-E.
E. Fuller, Esq., of the Livermore House, attended the Fair Wednesday.
-The
hotels are crowded and the
!l~~t~~ors

-W

are happy,

though

hard

W Waite.

Sewall Dunn,
the Fair.

D M Newton,
a,1d
of Dixfield,
attended

-H.F.
~ayford. bas in his office
a fine 1>pec11nen of a loon-the
one
shot hy Walter Hill.
It was 111011nted by A R Pike, taxidermist,
Au-

burn.

,

E.rlra Copiesof lhis issue
mailed lo any address for 4
Cents eaclz, or llzree copies
for 10 cenls.
.

lo your friends.

Order il sent

,.

Pl.

The ininred were as follows:Miss Alice Twort 17 years old, righ
arm badly lacerated and broken between
the elbow and hand. Miss Daisy Twor
thirteen years old, right arm broken
Miss Minnie of fourteen years, and Mis.
Helen of eighteen years, were not injured
Rev. Mr. Twort was badly brnised about
the face and body but was not seriously
M<Dxico.
hurt, and was up and about the hous
Last Saturday night we had a cold wave. wednesday morning.
It is supposed that
Ice formed one-half inch thick on a small the injury to Miss Alice Twort was caused
pond here .... H. W. Jenney, of Roxbu1·y, by her left arm being thrown against th
had of 0. Gammon last spring one bnshe: door by the explosion.
The fracture i.
of white elephant potatoes.
Mr. J. cut very bad, but the physicians think tha
them two eyes to a hill and planted them
the arm can bo saved.
The daughter
and raised forty-one bushels .... Darius
Daisy was up and about the house wedMitchell is very slim yet on account of his
nesday morning-with
her arm in a sling.
toe, that he froze some years ago ..... Cal- -Lewtston
':fottrllal.
vin Buckman had a husking last Saturday
night.
There were fifteen of his good
Horn..
neighbors present.
They had fairly got
Dixfield-To the wife of Fred Welds, a
underway husking when the veteran bear
daughter.
( 14 lbs., 8 oz.)
trapper, S. M. Lock, put in an appearance
Dixfield-Oct.
2, to the wife of Manley
and said there was a bear in one of his
White, a so;1.
traps up on the side hill some distance
1''.larried.
from Mr. B.'s barn. All the huskers were
ready in a momeut· for a bear fight. Mr.
?o.uth Aston, Mass.-Sept.
2_1el, Mr.
L. took the lead with his knife, and the W1l11am II. faylo1· and Miss Mabelle V.
Harlow, both of Boston, Mass.
fifteen huske1·s followed with their six
Li".erm01·e Falls-Sept.
27, by Rev. J.
lanterns up the side of the hill until they
L. Hill, Mr, Chal'!es W. Elliott.and Miss
came upon a nice little cub bear. Ile Fannie
J. Pratt.
was black and shiny and would weigh
Turner-Sept.
I'i, wm. E. Meredith and
about fifty pounds.
They took him to
Miss Annie Lindsey, both of St. James,
Mr. Il.'s house alive then killed him. Mr. N.B.
L. dressed him off then all repaired to the
Died.
barn and husked out the corn, so that Mr.
. Gilbertville-Sept.
29, Myrna Louisa,
L. has no more corn to husk this year.infant daughter of I. P. Staples and wife.
CoR.
Oct. 6, Mellie, only child of will Davis
and wife.
Dr. J. P. Elliott returned to Stoneham,
Mass., on the 28th ult. Mrs. Manda A.
Flanders with her two young daughters
returned to their home at Alton. N. H.,
on the rgth ult ..... J. S. Robinson, Esq.,
of Boston, Mass., is visiting on Zircon
Hill.-REPORTER.

C:,

-Dr.
tended

ed, and Lizzie Murch is no better as yet
of the later typhoid cases ........Iliram Chas
of No. Paris, has been quite sick ........1\Irs.
Carthage.
E. L. Tuell, who has been so long sick, i
Mr. Alden Pettengill wishes to express slowly improving ...... L. 0. Brackett and
his sincere thanks to his lady friends for wife have returned to Auburn for the wintheir gift of a bed quilt, which was a great ter. Chas. Newell and wife are to tak
surprise to him. Rev. Jacob Maxwell was chargt! of his farm in Stunner .......Ther
also presented with a quilt by the ladies. will be preaching
at the Universalist
.... Mr. Warren Pettengill had a husking church, Oct. 3d, by a lady spiritualist.
the second eve in Oct. A goodly number Both churches are without a pastor.-R.
was present.
He had a good lot of corn.
West Peru.
.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beny have sold
The \Vest Peru Agricultural
Society
their farm to F. P. Macomber and they inheld there second Cattle Show and Fai
tend to move to Sumner.
,ve hope they
Sept. 25th,1886,with grand success. They
will have good neighbors ...... Mr. Wm.
propose to build a trotting park next seaRogers from Bath was in town about two
son if agreeable to the Society, to be 01
weeks ago, to look over his timber lanq.
ganized soon.
He wa~ looking after ship timber.
\Ve
Miss E. I. Tucker went to Boston, Mass
are looking for his return every day ....
on the 29th ult .... Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Mr. Sewell Chamberlain is selling out his
Kneeland, of So. \Vaterford, Me., hav
personal property.
He intends to go to
been visiting at the residence of Mr. II. N.
Auburn, to live with his son .... Miss JenBartlett for the past week .... Mr. and Mrs.
nie ~1axwell is home on the sick list from
\-Vm. H. Bishop have returned from their
the onnal School, Farmington.-E.
trip to Norway, ... Mr. Preston Austin has
DIXFIELD.
bought a carriage horse from l'lfr. Joh
\Vm. M. Kidder who fell over the dam Austin.
Price $100 .... Mr. \V. S. Walker
in Webb's river the 4th, although his knee has sold his five-year-old colt to parties in
was cut and bruised, was not otherwise in- Paris.-T.
H. T.
jured and. is doing well .... l\I. ,v. Kilgore
has an abscess under his arm that was
ShockingAccident.
opened Wednesday .... Mrs. O. M. Howard is sick in bed, and her daughter Ava
\Vebster street, Lewiston, was startled
who was teaching in the Valley district,
by a terrific explosion at quarter of seven,
has closed her school and come home.-J.
Tue,day evening.
H.E.
It came from the resideuce of W. J,
Miss L. Alma Marble, of Dixfield, is
Twort, pastor of the Pine street Free Bapteaching a fall term of school at Stic!rney
tist church in this city. It was followed
Corner, Carthage.
She is a very successby the rattle of glass, the screams
of
ful teacher, having taught ahout 25 terms.
children and general commotion throughFew of her age have the tact and experiout the neighborhood.
The glass in th
ence to take into the school-room
that
conservatory-front
of Rev. Mr. Twort'
Miss Marble has, together with a love of
house was blown complerely out, three of
the work.
his <laughters were badly hurt.
Rumors
East
Dixfield.
have greatly magnified the disaster. but
ll[rs Walter Fletcher is gaining slowly at best it is bad enough.
The accident
. ... Mr. Arthur Fletcher saw two deer was occasioned by the explosion of gas
feeding in Albion Hall's field a few days used in making the clacium light for
ago ... The Rev. Jacob Maxwell supplied
stereoptican which Rev. Mr. Twort was
the Free Baptist pulpit last Sabbath.
He operating.
preached a very good discourse
from
The accident happened in the kitche
Romans 8 :1. '!'here is therefore now no of Mr. Twort's house on \Vebster street,
condemnation
etc., showing the Chris- about a dozen houses from Pine street, o
tians privilege and blessings he receives the east side of the street.
The range of
in living closely to the Savior.-B.
rooms is from south to north-the
kitchen
being to the south.
It is a large roon
E~st Peru.
A bay window opens into a sort of conserGeorge Davis, a two-year-old son of G. vatory with glass windows faeing to th
H. Davis, passed away the 25th of Sept. west. The room is very cosy and light.
He has been a continual sufferer of dropsy Rev. Mr. Twort has five daughters.
All
on the brain for the past year .... Most of of them were in the kitchen, the eldest
the farmers are receiving good profits from having just arrived from the city. Alice,
their sweet corn, in this part of town this a seventeen year old daughter, ,\•as standseason .... Cider making will soon begin ing near the sink. Daisy, thirteen year
at this place .... M. Hall will put in quite old, was at the stove. Helen, the eldest,
a large amount of peeled hemlock for the was just Ieavir:g the ro0m.
Ida, th
drive this winter .... It is expected that G. youngest, a miss of eight years, was i
T. Piper will operate at this place this win- the.room, as well as Minnie, a daughte
ter ... Frozen groun,d the 3d ult. at 8 A of about fourteen.
The explosion, that
M .... Albert Johnson is working at South followed, t01·e the plastering from the ceilParis, where he finds plenty of carpenter
ing over head, even bursting in the lath·
work at good prices. His brother works It three Miss Alice, against the do01
at Norway at present. ... Now is the time bursting in the panels. It filled the house
for landscape views. For instance, call with dust and smoke. No fire followed
around \Vorthley pond and see what na- the explosion.
The stove was partially
ture has done to the surroundings of that tipped over. One daughter ran from th
beautiful sheet of water. It is doubtful if house to .the house of Albert Templeton
it can be surpassed in the State.-\V.
B.
nea1 by, but fainted upon his door steps

OUR NEIGHBORS.

West

Sumner.

Our village and vicinity is nearly deserted by city visitors and vacationists, all
seeming intent on home and business
re,tdy for another year's work ... Sick one~
are doing well. Frank Benson and son
William, who have had typhoid fevet, are
conval~scing.
Artie Bonney is out again
for the first time. The little girl of Geo.

. Westport Harbor-Sept.
27, Sarah Simister, wife of Edward Simister, aged p
years, 5 mos., 2 days.
Jay-Sept.

28, Geo. w. Be:111,:1ged 77 yrs.

E. Peru-Sept.
25, Georgie Davis, aged
2
years.
- ~-•-►
That white soap, "Ben's Self-\Vasher,"
at ll. ~- Burban~·s, meets the approval of
Marshall ofW. Paris is somewhat 11np1ov the ladies, T,y 1t!
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